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ABSTRACT

Convergence of a numerical solution scheme occurs when a sequence of increasingly
refined iterative solutions approaches a value consistent with the modeled phenomenon.
Approximations using iterative schemes need to satisfy convergence criteria, such as
reaching a specific error tolerance or number of iterations. The schemes often bypass the
criteria or prematurely converge because of oscillations that may be inherent to the
solution. Using a Support Vector Machines (SVM) machine learning approach, an
algorithm is designed to use the source data to train a model to predict convergence in the
solution process and stop unnecessary iterations. The discretization of the Navier-Stokes
(NS) equations for a transient local hemodynamics case requires determining a pressure
correction term from a Poisson-like equation at every time-step. The pressure correction
solution must fully converge to avoid introducing a mass imbalance. Considering time,
frequency, and time-frequency domain features of its residual’s behavior, the algorithm
trains an SVM model to predict the convergence of the Poisson equation iterative solver so
that the time-marching process can move forward efficiently and effectively. The fluid flow
model integrates peripheral circulation using a lumped-parameter model (LPM) to capture
the field pressures and flows across various circulatory compartments. Machine learning
opens the doors to an intelligent approach for iterative solutions by replacing prescribed
criteria with an algorithm that uses the data set itself to predict convergence.
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INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION

1.1

MOTIVATION

The work presented in this dissertation concerns the study and development of an
algorithm to integrate Support Vector Machines (SVM) into a numerical iterative
method. From an initial state, iterative methods generate subsequently refining
intermediate approximations until they converge to a solution (Thompson, 1992).
The convergence criteria require that either the residual reduces to a prescribed error
limit or the number of iterations reaches a pre-selected upper limit (Press, 1992;
Thompson, 1992; Völcker et al., 2010).
When developing an algorithm for localized radial-basis function collocation
meshless method (LRCMM), one aspect stood out as critical: the formulation
requires solving a pressure correction term in the form of a Poisson equation. It is
necessary at every time-step so the solution can advance in time (Divo & Kassab,
2006b; Pepper et al., 2014). A semi-implicit approach transforms the strong form to
a transient form that advances using a pseudo-time-step, but convergence is necessary
to avoid mass imbalance (Aluru, 2000; Pepper et al., 2014). The question arises: how
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many iterations are sufficient? Using empirical data has limits since it cannot adapt;
it may not iterate long enough to converge, or it may iterate unnecessarily. Integration
with SVM can train a model to recognize convergence criteria to stop iterating,
allowing the LRCMM to move forward in time.

1.2

SPECIFIC AIMS

The main specific objectives of this research are:

1. To integrate a Support Vector Machines algorithm (SVM) with a Runge-Kutta
(RK4) solver,
2. To show that SVM can analyze the intermediate results at every time-step and
indicate whether the solution has converged,
3. To use the SVM-enhanced subroutine in a localized radial-basis function
collocation meshless method (LRCMM) solver for a hemodynamics case.

1.3

THE DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION

The dissertation is composed of the following chapters:

Chapter 1. Introduction and Literature Review: Highlights the primary motivation of
this research. It covers the history, methods, and concepts considered to support
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the research implementation. This section is subdivided into three subsections: an
overview of meshless methods, a history of lumped-parameter models, and
machine learning and SVM.
Chapter 2. Modeling Methods: details the formulation and algorithm development of
the meshless methods and LPM.
Chapter 3. Machine Learning: covers the considerations for implementing SVM in
the algorithm, such as establishing features, training, and validating models.
Chapter 4. Numerical Implementation & Results: describes the application of
developed algorithms and the results supporting each stage of the proposed
methodology.
Chapter 5. Conclusions: summarizes limitations, advantages, and future research that
is made possible by this dissertation.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
MESHLESS METHODS: AN OVERVIEW

In computational fluid dynamics (CFD), a common approach to the formulation of a
solution relies on a mesh. An Eulerian approach establishes a fixed grid in space through
which mass is allowed to enter and exit using system boundaries (Liu & Liu, 2003). The
mesh is an underlying, well-connected structure of geometrical units that define the domain
of interest. Popular numerical methods include the finite element method (FEM), the finite
difference method (FDM), and the finite volume method (FVM). These require clearly
defined connectivity between the discretized geometrical units such as elements or
volumes, defining the mesh over the pertinent domain. The solution is usually the result of
a system of ordinary (ODEs) or partial differential equations (PDEs) discretized into
systems of algebraic equations that correspond to the appropriate mesh technique (Chiu,
2011; Katz, 2009). In FEMs, a mesh connects discrete elements across a topological map,
allowing compatible interpolation functions to be built on top of the mesh (Li & Liu, 2002).
An accurate flow simulation using meshed methods requires a well-shaped mesh, meaning
that it must conform and respect the boundary contours that depend on the discretization
of the flow equations. The development of a quality mesh is critical in geometric
complexity (Baker, 2005). Since discontinuities in the solution do not always coincide with
the mesh and the grid must cover the entire computational domain, it becomes necessary
to refine or re-mesh at each step of the evolution of the problem using adaptive techniques.
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Refining the mesh can be computationally expensive, and re-meshing creates an additional
computational load. These can introduce numerical errors as the state variables of the old
mesh map to the updated mesh (Belytschko et al., 1996; Li & Liu, 2002; Liu & Liu, 2003).
The purpose of meshless methods is to eliminate the need for a mesh. In a Lagrangian
approach, each point follows the path or material at the grid point. This results in a system
that can change size and shape but remains a closed system with no mass flux across its
boundaries (Liu & Liu, 2003). The quality of the approximation in the field is controlled
by adding or removing points rather than creating a grid or discretized geometry like an
Eulerian approach (Atluri & Zhu, 2000; Belytschko et al., 1996). Instead, the connectivity
between points must be created and updated during the computation of the solution
(Idelsohn & Oñate, 2006). Therefore, meshless methods have fundamental advantages,
such as being able to handle large deformations by considering an object as a set of particles
that represent the geometry and improving accuracy by adding additional points where
needed (Li & Liu, 2002). Each particle’s set of properties is continuously tracked as they
move and react according to interactions with other particles in their area of influence
(Idelsohn & Oñate, 2006).

1.4

BACKGROUND & HISTORY

The first distinct numerical methods using the mesh-free concept developed in 1977
with Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) (Viana et al., 2007). SPH is a
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Lagrangian method, where the relevant variables are tracked from the moving
object’s perspective, as opposed to an Eulerian method, where a specific location in
space is analyzed as the fluid passes through it (Yang, 2011). Developed as a particle
scheme for the numerical solution of model astrophysical phenomena, SPH involves
the idea of using a kernel or weight function to determine the approximation of the
extensive variable over the domain (Belytschko et al., 1996; Lucy, 1977). This kernel
meets several conditions, such as having a continuous derivative to prevent large
fluctuations of the force observed by the particle and thus acting as a smoothing
mechanism (Li & Liu, 2002). Created for open problems such as tracking dust clouds,
the SPH had issues with bounded problems, namely tensile instability, lack of
interpolation consistency, and difficulty enforcing boundary conditions (Belytschko
et al., 1996; Viana et al., 2007). The need to correct these limitations led to the
development of several algorithms (Li & Liu, 2002):

Monaghan’s symmetrization on derivative approximation (Monaghan, 1992),
The Johnson-Beissel correction for adjusting the smoothing functions for every
point and cycle, exactly computing the Normal strain rates and thus improving
the accuracy of free boundaries, non-uniform SPH points, and small distances
(Johnson & Beissel, 1996),
The Randles-Libersky method for improvement on the implementation of
generalized boundary conditions (Randles & Libersky, 1996),
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The Krongauz-Belytschko correction that modifies the derivatives so that
completeness requirements for second-order PDEs is met (Belytschko et al.,
1998),
The Chen-Beraun algorithm developed for solving boundary value problems in
heat conduction and non-linear dynamic problems by allowing the direct
application of boundary conditions (J. K. Chen et al., 1999; J. K. Chen & Beraun,
2000),
The Bonet-Kulasegaram integration correction’s addition of an adjusting factor
to eliminate the discrepancy that occurs when the kernel approximation is
evaluated discreetly (Bonet & Kulasegaram, 2000), and
Aluru’s collocation approach for the Reproducing Kernel Particle Method
(RKPM) which satisfies the governing PDE at each of the points in the domain
(Aluru, 2000).

In 1991, Nayroles and Touzot introduced the Diffuse Element Method (DEM), which
used moving least-squares approximations (MLS) (Belytschko et al., 1996; Viana et
al., 2007). In 1994, this class of methods improved accuracy with the Element-Free
Galerkin method (EFG) (Belytschko et al., 1994; Li & Liu, 2002). It introduced
changes such as the use of the full form of the derivatives instead of using an
approximation function, imposing essential boundary conditions using Lagrange
multipliers. Moreover, it implemented a process for numerical integration using a cell
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structure, independent of particle locations, extending over the domain in a regular
pattern (Belytschko et al., 1994). While both of these methods are consistent and
provide an improvement over SPH, they are more computationally expensive,
particularly the EFG method due to its requirement of zone structure for numerical
quadrature and use of Lagrange multipliers to impose boundary conditions
(Belytschko et al., 1994, 1996).

1.5

METHOD OF WEIGHTED RESIDUALS

The method of weighted residuals (MWR) can encompass the formulation of several
numerical methods such as the finite difference method and meshless methods
(Finlayson, 1972; Pepper et al., 2014). The basic premise of MWR is that a set of
prescribed basis functions can approximate the solution of a governing equation,
reducing the average residual to zero over its domain. The accuracy of the solution
depends on the choice of trial functions, but they must be linearly independent. In
general, when a differential operator D acts on a function u ( x) , it yields p( x) :

D(u( x))

p ( x)

(1.1)

A trial solution is an approximation of u ( x) with the use of N independent basis
functions:
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u ( x ) : Approximate solution

N

u ( x)

i i

( x)

i

: Expansion coefficients

i

: Basis or expansion functions

i 1

While the expansion functions

i

( x ) are arbitrary, the expansion coefficients

(1.2)

i

must

be determined to allow the approximation of the field variable, but they do not have
a physical meaning (C. S. Chen et al., 2005; Fornberg et al., 2011; Javed et al., 2013;
Mai-Duy & Tran-Cong, 2002; Pepper et al., 2014).
The residual, or error, exists when the differential operator acts over the approximate
solution:

R ( x)

D(u( x)) p( x) 0

(1.3)

In general, a set of N weight functions wi ( x) helps force the residual to zero at the x
locations over the domain:
R ( x) wi ( x) dx

0,

i 1..N

(1.4)

There are interior methods, where only a domain residual exists, boundary methods,
where only boundary residuals remain, and mixed methods, where there are boundary
and domain residuals (Pepper et al., 2014; H. Wang & Qin, 2019).
Consider a steady-state problem in 2D in a solid with a generation term and constant
conductivity to illustrate the application of MWR (Finlayson, 1972; Pepper et al.,
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2014). The linear, second-order PDE governs a field variable ( x) with first- and
second-kind boundary conditions for which a numerical solution is available:
G.E.:

2

F ( x, y )

F|
B.C .:

g
k

k

2

F
x2

0

F
y2

g
k

0

Fˆ , Dirichlet

F

F
n

2

(1.5)

qˆ, Neumann

Applying the MWR by selecting a set of trial functions

j

( x , y ) , the approximation

of the field variable is F ( x, y) :

F ( x, y )

N
j

j

( x, y)

j 1

(1.6)

The solution is still unknown, but it is constrained by the governing equation and
boundary conditions, so by introducing equation (1.6) to (1.5), it results in the
residuals for the domain R ( x, y ) and the boundary R ( x, y ) :
2

( x, y )

F|
( x, y )

k

F

F
n

F ( x, y )

g
k

R ( x, y )

Fˆ

R F ( x, y ), Dirichlet B.C.

qˆ

R q ( x, y ), Neumann B.C.
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(1.7)

(1.8)

If all residuals were zero, the trial function would represent the exact solution.
However, as an approximation, the goal is to minimize all residuals simultaneously
by choosing weighting functions:
R ( x, y ) w i ( x , y ) d

R F ( x, y ) w F i ( x , y ) d

F

F

R q ( x, y ) w qi ( x, y ) d

q

0

(1.9)

q

In an interior method formulation, the boundary conditions are automatically
satisfied, then equation (1.9) only has one residual term remaining:
R ( x , y ) w i ( x, y ) d

0

(1.10)

At this point, the weight functions dictate the corresponding minimization technique.
The choice of weight function is arbitrary, giving rise to several methods: collocation,
sub-domain, least-squares, and Galerkin (Finlayson, 1972; Pepper et al., 2014).
Collocation methods use the Dirac delta function in the domain. Sub-domain
methods, a variation of collocation methods, set weight functions to unity and break
the domain into sub-domains. Galerkin methods use a weight function that is the
same as an expansion function. The least-squares method considers the minimization
of the continuous summation of the squared residuals such that the derivative, with
respect to the expansion coefficients, of this summation must be zero (Pepper et al.,
2014).
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1.6

COLLOCATION METHODS

Meshless methods are numerical methods that use collocation and radial basis
functions on an arbitrary, grid-free, point distribution field (Kansa, 1990a, 1990b;
Pepper et al., 2014). Collocation works by choosing a Dirac delta function

( x) as a

weight function so that the residual is zero at specific N domain points ( xi , yi ) :

w i ( x, y )

( x, xi , y, yi )

i 1..N

(1.11)

The Dirac delta function has the area property in equation (1.12) with its graphical
representation in Figure 1-1:

( x, xi )dx 1, or
( x, xi )
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0, x

xi

,x

xi

(1.12)

Figure 1-1. Dirac delta Function representation

The collocation points are the sum of all internal and boundary points located along
the boundary and scattered in the interior of the domain
N

(Gerace et al., 2014):

NB NI

Figure 1-2 Scattered point N distribution on the boundary
a generalized domain

(1.13)

and interior

in

The sifting property of the Dirac delta function simplifies an integral of a function
multiplied by it:
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b

f ( x) ( x, xi )
a

0, xi

( a , b)

f ( xi), xi

( a, b )

(1.14)

Considering the Dirac delta function as a weight function in equation (1.10), the
domain residual becomes:

R ( x, y ) ( x, xi , y, yi )d

0, or
(1.15)

R ( xi , yi ) 0

From the approximation of the governing equation (1.7), the residual in the interior
domain, when evaluated at the collocation points, ( xi , yi ) is zero:
2

F ( xi , yi )

g
k

0, at i 1..N

(1.16)

The trial functions from equation (1.6) are substituted into the field variable
approximation from equation (1.16), converting it to its minimized residual form:
2

N

( xi , yi )

j

j

2

j ( xi , yi )

j 1
N
j
j 1

g
, or
k
g
k

i 1..N

(1.17)

j 1..N

By choosing the arbitrary, linearly-independent trial functions

j

( x , y ) and their

corresponding Laplacian, expression (1.17) allows the determination of the
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expansion coefficients

j

at the collocation points ( xi , yi ) . The resulting matrix form

is:

[C ]N , N

b

N
N

N

, such that

[C ]N , N

1

b

(1.18)
N

In this global collocation, the matrix C is the square collocation matrix of size

N , N . With the known expansion coefficients and chosen expansion functions, the
solution approximation takes the form of equation (1.6).

1.7

RADIAL-BASIS FUNCTIONS

The expansion functions are arbitrary; the only requirement is that they must be
linearly independent. In selecting trial functions, choosing expansion functions from
a family of radial-basis functions (RBF) is a typical option (Pepper et al., 2014). An
RBF is a real-valued function dependent on the Euclidean distance rj between a point
j
x in the field about an origin or pole x j such that f ( x) is at the point x (C. S. Chen et

al., 2005) :

f j ( x)

f ( rj )

(1.19)

In a 1D, 2D, or 3D Cartesian coordinate system, the radial distance r j ( x ) is
respectively:
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rj ( x )

| x xj |

rj ( x )

( x x j )2 ( y y j )2

rj ( x )

( x x j )2 ( y y j )2 ( z z j )2

(1.20)

RBFs only depend on the radius from a reference point in the corresponding domain
Ω, so there are an infinite number of variations. A few common RBFs in meshless
methods are (Javed et al., 2013; Ling, 2003; Pepper et al., 2014):

polyharmonic RBF,
Gaussian RBFs,
And multiquadrics and inverse multiquadrics RBFs.

Polyharmonic RBFs require the exponent to be odd so that the square root does not
disappear, otherwise becoming a 2nd order-linearly dependent polynomial (C. S.
Chen et al., 2005; Pepper et al., 2014). The exponent parameter is an integer, and it
must be greater than 1.
j

f ( x)
j

f ( x)

rj

2n 1

,or

c
rj
c

2n

ln

rj

, and n 1

(1.21)

c

Applications such as the Dual Reciprocity Boundary Element Method (DRBEM) use
modified polyharmonic RBFs (Bueno et al., 2017). The addition of a constant scalar
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avoids zeros on the collocation matrix’s diagonal to allow the expansion to
interpolate a constant field even if the field variable is constant. Thus, the
polyharmonic RBF can take the form:

f j ( x)

rj

1

c

(1.22)

Gaussian RBFs are also common (C. S. Chen et al., 2005; Fornberg et al., 2011; Javed
et al., 2013; Pepper et al., 2014) and usually the form:
r2 ( x)
j

f ( x) e

c2

(1.23)

A multiquadric scheme was initially derived in 1968 to approximate irregular
surfaces in topography due to the difficulties in fitting harmonic and polynomial
series to scattered data (Hardy, 1971). Further development went on to show its
accuracy in interpolation and the estimation of partial derivatives in two-dimensional
functions using scattered data (Kansa, 1990a, 1990b). A general form for
multiquadrics RBF is:
rj

f j ( x)

c
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n

2

1

1
2

(1.24)

The exponent parameter n is a positive integer greater than or equal to zero. The
shape parameter c is arbitrary, and it controls how “flat” these functions become. The
multiquadric method is stable with respect to the shape parameter, and it is known to
yield accurate results (Franke, 1982). Similarly, there are the inverse multiquadrics
RBFs:

1

f j ( x)
rj
c

(1.25)

2

1

The derivative field becomes smoother as the value of the shape parameter increases.
However, it cannot increase without limit because the resultant collocation matrix C ij
would become ill-conditioned (Pepper et al., 2014).
Other options for basis functions are sets of higher-order polynomials; however, their
use is not preferable because it is easy to increase the order of the polynomials to an
unmanageable degree. RBFs provide a distinct advantage because their order remains
constant as they have a moving reference, guaranteeing their linear dependency.

1.8

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: DEFINING THE BOUNDARY ELEMENTS

When discretizing the boundary, two main characteristics are used to define the
elements: the degree and order of the shape function for the field variable, and the
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order of the geometric description (Eslami, 2014). The relationship the shape function
and geometric order dictates whether an element is:

subparametric when the geometric order is less than the order of the shape
function,
isoparametric when the orders are the same, and
superparametric when the geometric order is larger than the shape function
order (Eslami, 2014).

A linear subparametric boundary element approximates each segment, or the space
between nodes, around the boundary as seen in Figure 1-3. It assumes that each
segment is linear and thus less descriptive than the actual geometry, and the boundary
conditions remain constant through each segment. The elements are subparametric
since fewer nodes define the geometry than the number of nodes that define the field
function. The number of elements along the boundary is the sum of all the
approximate boundary elements.
NB
j
j 1
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(1.26)

Figure 1-3. Approximation of boundary elements in linear subparametric case
Quadratic continuous isoparametric boundary elements can fit better around complex
geometry. In this research, isoparametric boundary elements are used because they
maintain a direct correlation between the shape function and geometric order. They
are continuous because the field nodes coincide with the geometric nodes, as in
Figure 1-4.
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Figure 1-4. Isoparametric, continuous, boundary elements

The spatial location ( x, y ) parameterizes to a single parameter .

xj( )

x1j N1 ( ) x2j N 2 ( ) x3j N3 ( )

yj( )

y1j N1 ( ) y2j N2 ( ) y3j N3 ( )

(1.27)

Similarly, for a field variable p( x) at the boundary, the formulation is the same.
pj( )

p1j N 1 ( )

p 2j N 2 ( )

p3j N 3 ( )

(1.28)

The quadratic shape functions are basis functions such that N1 ( 1) 1, N1 (0)

N1 (1)

0,

0 and similarly for the other terms.
N1 ( )
N2 ( )
N3 ( )

2
1
2
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1
1
1

(1.29)

Finally, the normal vector n j of the element in terms of the single parameter is:

nx
nx

dy d
J( )
dx d
J( )

J( )

dx d

2

dy d

2

(1.30)

The flow solution requires normal vectors due to the pressure decoupling during the
iteration process.

1.9

LOCALIZED COLLOCATION METHODS

Global collocation is an expansion that creates a square collocation matrix of size

N , N . This formulation is problematic because the solution becomes more
computationally intensive as the number of points increases. Determining the
unknown expansion coefficients from equation (1.18) becomes computationally
expensive in memory and time as the size of the collocation matrix increases (MaiDuy & Tran-Cong, 2002; Pepper et al., 2014). Global interpolation can lead to a large,
fully-populated, and ill-conditioned collocation matrix due to the sensitivity to the
free parameters in the RBFs (Divo & Kassab, 2006b; Šarler et al., 2005). If the
collocation matrix of size ( N , N ) , the matrix’s inversion through Gaussian
elimination or lower-upper (LU) decomposition requires at least O ( N 3 ) arithmetic
operations (Kaw et al., 2011). Reducing the size of the collocation matrix by
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geometrically subdividing the domain into localized regions allows separate
collocation solutions, with independent RBFs, opening the possibility of parallel
processing (Mai-Duy & Tran-Cong, 2002). Subdividing the domain re-introduces the
concept of meshes once again, negating the advantage of mesh-free methods (Šarler
et al., 2005). The localized RBF collocation meshless method (LRCMM) is a meshfree approach consisting of the collocation through overlapping local areas of
influence around each of the points in the domain (Šarler et al., 2005; Šarler &
Vertnik, 2006). LRCMM uses different, small interpolation matrices associated with
each data point (Divo & Kassab, 2006b). A local area of influence
data center xc , as shown in Figure 1-5, and includes the points N f in

f

surrounds each
f

.

Figure 1-5. Distribution of points N f , over the local area of influence

f

,

around its data center xc

The influence region is usually circular or spherical around its central point. The local
domain considers all directions around xc , but ideally, it should not include opposing
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boundaries or points around re-entry corners, as shown in Figure 1-6 (Pepper et al.,
2014).

Figure 1-6. Sample of points around a boundary in N f

Using a formulation similar to global collocations, RBFs ( x) over the local domain
of influence, including the influence points, yield the field variable’s localized
collocation u( x) (Divo & Kassab, 2006b). Expressing the field variable’s RBF
expansion from equation (1.31) in matrix-vector-form in equation (1.32) shows its
localized collocation matrix [C ]N f , N f :
Nf

u ( x)

j

j

( x)

j 1

{u}N f ,1 [C]N f , N f { }N f ,1
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(1.31)
(1.32)

Due to the small size of the local collocation matrix and the smaller system of
equations that includes fewer points, the solution for the local expansion coefficients
is more efficient (Bueno et al., 2017; Divo & Kassab, 2006b):

{ } [C ] 1{u}

(1.33)

An advantage of this method is that any differential operator L applies over the
localized expansion equation at the data center xc (Bueno et al., 2017; Gerace et al.,
2014; Pepper et al., 2014):
Nf

Lp ( xc )

j

L

j

( xc )

j 1

(1.34)

Expressing equation (1.34) in matrix-vector-form and substituting the expansion
coefficient equation from equation (1.33):
T

Lpc

L

c

Lpc

L

c

T

[C ]

1

u

(1.35)

Grouping the constant terms in equation (1.35) allows the definition of an
interpolation vector Lc :
Lc

T

L
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T
c

[C ]

1

(1.36)

The calculation of any local differential operator acting on the localized expansion
equation is an inner product between two vectors of size ( N f ,1) :
Lpc

Lc

T

u

(1.37)

The interpolation vector remains constant throughout the solution. Thus, it can be
pre-computed and used as time advances, with the only necessary update being the
field variable (Pepper et al., 2014).

1.10 BACKWARD-FACING STEP AND LRCMM BACKGROUND

A backward-facing step with a 2D steady incompressible flow is a geometrically
simple problem that exhibits flow separation, reattachment, and recirculation within
a channel (Erturk, 2008). Fluid flows in these channels occur in many problems and
they can serve as a standard model for blood flow through large vessels. This channel
configuration has been studied and compared to experimental methods for many
applications using distinct numerical approaches (Armaly et al., 1983; Gijsen et al.,
1998; Barkley et al., 2002; Siebert & Fodor, 2009; Bourantas et al., 2019).
Meshless algorithms with localized radial-basis collocation have been corroborated
in solid mechanics, heat transfer, and fluid flow cases. More specifically, the case of
flow through a backward-facing step channel has been validated with existing
experimental and numerical data in cases with varying Reynolds numbers (Ghia et
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al., 1982; Armaly et al., 1983; Lee & Mateescu, 1998). The localized radial-basis
function meshless method (LRCMM) has also been compared extensively against
commercially available finite volume methods (FVM) software solutions, in both
fluid dynamics and heat transfer cases (Divo & Kassab, 2006a, 2006b; Gerace et al.,
2013, 2014). In addition to validation on commercial CFD software, such as
FLUENT by Divo & Kassab (2006b, 2008), LRCMM has been validated using
classical benchmark solutions by Armaly et al. (1983).
This research implements known techniques such as: using a localized RBF
collocation to avoid inverting large collocation matrices, using shadow points (rows
of internal points along the boundary) to add stability and accuracy to normal
derivative interpolation vectors, and using higher-order upwinding schemes to
outweigh diffusion effects (Divo & Kassab, 2006a, 2006b, 2008; Zahab et al., 2009).
In summary, the meshless algorithm used in this work is based on existing principles
from validated work.
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MODELING THE RELEVANT ANATOMY

The human cardiovascular system is a closed system of elastic vessels driven by a positive
mean cardiovascular pressure. It is composed of the heart, arteries, capillaries, and veins.
Lumped-parameter models (LPM) are electrical circuit analogies to the simplified human
circulation model.

1.11 CONSIDERED ANATOMY: CIRCULATION SYSTEMS AND THE HEART

Three subsystems are functionally classified based on the tissue to which they deliver the
blood supply: the pulmonary circulation, feeding the pulmonary arteries, the systemic
circulation, supplying the aorta, and the coronary circulation, which supplies the blood
perfusing the myocardium or cardiac muscle tissue (Waite & Fine, 2007). Figure 1-7 shows
the blood flow arrangement throughout the body except for the coronary circulation since
it is linked directly to the heart muscle.
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Figure 1-7. The overall layout of the systemic and pulmonary circulation
(College, 2013)

The heart has two primary blood routes. The first route is out to the pulmonary circuit,
delivering blood from the heart’s right ventricle through the pulmonary artery to the lungs,
eventually delivering the oxygenated blood to the left atrium through the inferior vena
cava. The second is out to the systemic circuit, carrying blood to the body through the aorta
and great vessels, eventually returning it to the heart through the superior vena cava
(Anderson, 1993; Mehler & Sompayrac, 2014). As blood is carried from the left heart to
the organs and tissues through the arteries and capillaries, the flow pressure drops, and it
travels back to the right heart through the veins at a lower pressure (Samar, 2005). Figure
1-8 shows the layout of the flow to and from the heart.
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Figure 1-8. The layout of the blood flow entering and leaving the heart
(Wapcaplet, 2005)

The heart has four main valves subdivided into two sets: the atrioventricular (AV) valves
and the semilunar (SL) valves. The two AV valves are the tricuspid valve, located between
the right atrium and right ventricle, and the mitral valve, located between the left atrium
and left ventricle. The semilunar valves are the aortic valve, located between the left
ventricle and the ascending aorta, and the pulmonary valve, located between the right
ventricle and the pulmonary artery. The aortic valve leads from the left ventricle to the
ascending aorta. These ensure unidirectional flow over the relaxation and contraction
phases of the cardiac cycle (Faragallah et al., 2012; M. A. Simaan et al., 2009). The valves
only let blood flow in one direction, and the myocardium contraction and relaxation dictate
the behavior during the cardiac cycle. When a heart chamber, either the atria or ventricles,
is refilling, it is in diastole. If a chamber is ejecting blood, it is in systole. The cardiac cycle
starts when the atria go into systole while the ventricles are in diastole, forcing the AV
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valves to open. Then, the ventricular systole begins, the AV closes, and the atria go into
diastole. Next, both the atria and ventricle go into diastole, the AV valves are open, and the
aortic and pulmonic valves are closed (Waite & Fine, 2007). A representative example of
the cardiac cycle over one heartbeat is in Figure 1-9.

Figure 1-9. Single cardiac cycle

1.12 LUMPED-PARAMETER MODELS

In hemodynamics, lumped networks can be considered equivalent to the first-order
discretization of one-dimensional systems in cases in which the length of a single
compartment and the time-step tend to zero (Milišić & Quarteroni, 2004). An
electrical system can simulate the flow beyond the aortic arch since it adopts a linear
behavior due to its deceleration and laminarization. Estimating the pressuredependent arterial compliance for accuracy and applicability in distinct physiological
conditions is possible with a model of pressure and flow data of the systemic arterial
tree (Stergiopulos et al., 1995). An essential aspect of the cardiac cycle simulation is
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the relationship between the stroke volume and the pressure-dependent compliance
of the aorta (Hauser et al., 2012; Stergiopulos et al., 1995).
In the late 1800s, Otto Frank postulated a model to represent the aorta in the lab as a
hydraulic circuit, which, when expressed as electrical elements, would consider a
capacitor to account for distension, and a resistor to represent the peripheral
resistance (Kind et al., 2010; Stergiopulos et al., 1995). Known as the Windkessel
model, it has gone through several modifications throughout its history, and it can
account for the proximal arterial bed impedance, the peripheral resistance, arterial
compliance, and arterial inertance (Kind et al., 2010). In this system, the blood and
potential energy are stored and then expended during circulation, making this model
a zero-dimensional system where changes in the fundamental variables, pressure,
volume, and flow rate, have a uniform distribution in each compartment as functions
of time (Kokalari et al., 2013; J.-J. Wang et al., 2003). Since the Windkessel model
is a lumped model, it describes the whole arterial system in terms of a pressure-flow
relation at the entrance by the relevant physiological parameters (Westerhof et al.,
2009).
1.12.1 Windkessel Models

Windkessel models can be described as single-compartment models since a single
block represents the systemic tree (Kokalari et al., 2013). The two-element
Windkessel model is an electrical model based on Otto’s original hydraulic system
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proposal, and it has a capacitor and a resistor mounted in parallel (Westerhof et al.,
2009). The flow from the heart to the aorta is a function of time I (t ) , the arterial
compliance in the aorta is a function of the capacitance C , and the resistance R
represents the peripheral resistance in the systemic or pulmonary arterial system
(Kerner, 2007).

I (t )

P (t )
dP (t )
C
R
dt

(1.38)

Units for the blood flow I (t ) are cubic centimeters per second (cm3/sec), the blood
pressure P(t ) is in millimeters of mercury (mmHg), the peripheral resistance R is
millimeters of mercury per cubic centimeter per second (mmHg s/cm 3), and the
arterial compliance C is cubic centimeters per millimeters of mercury (cm3/mmHg)
(Kerner, 2007). Figure 1-10 shows the electrical model of the two-element
Windkessel.

Figure 1-10. Two-element Windkessel model
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The two-element model predicts an exponential aortic pressure decay during diastole,
when the aortic valve is closed, to derive the cardiac output as a function of the aortic
pressure Pes at the start of diastole and the time td from the start of diastole (Kerner,
2007; Westerhof et al., 2009).

Pdiastole

Pes e

t td
RC

(1.39)

When aortic flow measurements became possible, a shortcoming of the two-element
model became clear: it is a poor predictor of the pressure and flow relationship while
in systole. The proximal aorta impedance was a relevant factor at higher frequencies,
and the two-element model does not mimic systemic impedance (Stergiopulos et al.,
1999; Westerhof et al., 2009).
The three-element Windkessel, Figure 1-11, or Broemser model is an extension to
the two-element model that adds a resistor in line with the source P(t ) to account for
the aortic (or pulmonary) valve’s blood flow resistance (Kerner, 2007).

Figure 1-11. Three-element Windkessel Model
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Analyzing the three-element circuit yields a differential equation that contains the
aortic resistance Z 0 along with the same elements as the two-element case (Kerner,
2007):
1

Z0
dI (t )
I (t ) CZ 0
R
dt

P (t )
dP (t )
C
R
dt

(1.40)

The third term Z 0 accounts for the local inertia and local compliance of the proximal
aorta to produce realistic pressure and flow shapes that fit well with experimental
data (Segers et al., 2008; Stergiopulos et al., 1999). However, the ability to mimic the
arterial system’s lumped characteristics relies on estimated values for compliance,
peripheral resistance, and the aorta’s characteristic impedance instead of their actual
values (Stergiopulos et al., 1995). Using actual values, the model tends to
overestimate the total arterial compliance and underestimate the aortic impedance
(Kind et al., 2010; Segers et al., 2008; Stergiopulos et al., 1999).
To overcome the problem of over and underestimating compliance and impedance,
the four-element Windkessel model adds an inertial L term parallel to the resistance

Z 0 , respectively (Kind et al., 2010). The new inductor element represents the total
arterial inertance with an inductance L and a corresponding drop in electrical potential
L dI (t ) dt (Kerner, 2007; Kind et al., 2010; Westerhof et al., 2009).
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Figure 1-12. Four-element Windkessel model

When considering the formulation that includes this inductance, note the pressure
Pp (t ) over the arterial compliance (Kind et al., 2010). Based on the electric model

from Figure 1-12, the state equations can take the form given in (1.41) and (1.42)
(Kind et al., 2010):

dI L (t )
dt
dPp (t )
dt

P(t )

Z0
L

0

I L (t )

0

1
RC

Pp (t )

Z0 1

I L (t )
Pp (t )

Z0
L
I (t )
1
C

Z 0 I (t )

(1.41)

(1.42)

1.12.2 Multi-Compartment Models

Multi-compartment models use several Windkessel compartments to represent
multiple segments of the systemic tree. RLC-compartments (resistance, inductance,
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and capacitance) can increase the flexibility and accuracy in modeling a system of
the arterial network (Kokalari et al., 2013). As in the Windkessel models, each of
these RLC-compartments, shown in

Figure 1-13, contains elements of the hydraulic network represented as electrical
components summarized in Table 1-1 (Creigen et al., 2007; Formaggia & Veneziani,
2003):

Figure 1-13. Single RLC compartment in a lumped-parameter network
Table 1-1. An analogy of electrical vs. hydraulic systems
Hydraulic
Electrical
State variable
Pressure (local)
Voltage
State variable
Flow Rate
Current
Component
Viscous Drag
Resistance
Component
Blood Inertia
Inductance
Component
Wall Compliance
Capacitance

Symbol
V
I
R
L
C

The analogy results from developing the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation,
assuming fully-developed axial flow and neglecting the external body force resulting
in a pressure gradient in a round pipe.
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p( z, t )
z

r r

u (r , t )
r

r

u (r , t )
t

(1.43)

Assuming laminar flow, the axial velocity profile in the circular cross-section’s
radius

, as a function of time and radius is:

r

u (r , t ) 2u (t ) 1

2

(1.44)

Where: u (t ) is the time-varying cross-section-averaged mean axial velocity.
Expressing the Navier-Stokes equations in terms of the volumetric flowrate Q(t )
when evaluating and integrating over the cross-section Ac results in a pressure drop:

p( z, t )
Ac
z
or
p(t )

8
2

dQ(t )
dt

Q(t )

(1.45)

8 l
Q(t )
2
Ac

l dQ(t )
Ac
dt

Similarly, the total voltage drop through a resistor-inductor is (Kerner, 2007):

v(t )

R

Ri(t ) L

8 l
2
Ac

di(t )
dt

L
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(1.46)
l

Ac

(1.47)

Resulting in an analogy of the actual resistance and inductance in the hydraulic flow
terms as shown in (1.47) and the cardiovascular behavior of each element and
electrical components, as shown in Table 1-2 (Creigen et al., 2007). A Heaviside step
function represents the behavior of the heart valves, where the pressure drop controls
the valve opening or closing depending on the given pressure difference P , thus
allowing the blood to flow in only one direction.

Table 1-2. Cardiovascular behavior and corresponding electrical analogy
Cardiovascular Behavior
Electrical Component
Relationship
P QR
Vessel Resistance
Resistor
Blood Vessel
Q CdP / dt
Capacitor
Compliance
P LdQ / dt
Flow Inertia
Inductor
Heart valve

Diode

Q

P / Rvalve H ( P)

Network-type models can combine a set of lumped-parameter models (LPM) to
simulate the cardiovascular system, replicating the cardiac function, including the
right heart, if desired, to represent the heart in the LPM (Giridharan et al., 2002).

1.13 A MULTISCALE MODEL: HEMODYNAMICS & LPM INTEGRATION

Multiscale cardiovascular flow methods are those that couple a multi-dimensional
computational model of a region of interest to a zero-dimensional LPM of the
circulation outside the area of interest, working as a hydraulic analog (Hsia et al.,
2011). These methods allow the hemodynamic analysis of the region of interest when
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studying surgical operation results or when analyzing particular pathologies may not
be possible (Baba et al., 2012; DeCampli et al., 2012; Migliavacca et al., 2001, 2006).
Solutions of this type of system include pressure and flow dynamics, pulmonary
artery pressure and flow, coronary artery flow and pressure, and the ratio of
pulmonary blow flow and systemic blood flow (Hsia et al., 2011).
The control of information from the LPM to the computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
solver depends on the computational model. For example, when commercial software
carries out the CFD simulation, the LPM data can specify boundary conditions
directly to the CFD solver based on the cardiovascular system’s known nominal
information. After each time-step, the resultant parameters update in the LPM, and
the next CFD iteration uses these results until convergence (Ceballos, 2015; Ceballos
et al., 2012; R. Prather, 2015; R. O. Prather et al., 2017; Quarteroni et al., 2001). By
coupling this segregate solver with the LPM with a user-defined function, there is no
need to stop it at every time-step to obtain the numerical solution (Laganà et al., 2005;
Migliavacca et al., 2006). The multiscale approach can provide relevant solutions,
from pressure and flow dynamics, such as pulmonary artery pressure and flow,
coronary artery flow, and pressure, to the ratio of pulmonary blood flow and systemic
blood flow (Hsia et al., 2011). In particular, flow rates and local pressures can play a
crucial role in coupling the multi-dimensional and LPM models (Migliavacca et al.,
2006).
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MACHINE LEARNING

Along with the advances in computing power in recent times, numerical simulations have
become necessary in dealing with more complex engineering problems. Meshless
numerical methods for cases such as hemodynamics flow may require intermediate
converging solutions to avoid inaccuracies due to mass imbalance deriving from the need
to calculate higher-order derivatives (Aluru, 2000; Pepper et al., 2014). Empirical data
derived from previous cases is the driving element when choosing the number of iterations.
Without an accurate number of iterations, a solution may not fully converge, or if it does,
the number of iterations may exceed the number required, wasting computational
resources. An intelligent approach helps by evaluating intermediate results to run the
solver, or associated subroutines, only as long as necessary for the solution to converge.

1.14 CLASSIFIERS

Pattern recognition allows a learning agent to make decisions based on the category
of features extracted from a raw data set (Duda et al., 2000). Classification of
available data falls into three paradigms: supervised learning, reinforced learning,
and unsupervised learning (Russell & Norvig, 1995). Supervised learning predicts an
output based on an input using a trained model. The trained model learns its pattern
recognition from a known data set with labeled samples (Ripley, 1996a, 1996b;
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Russell & Norvig, 1995). Reinforcement models classify results after receiving direct
correct or incorrect labels of the model’s action, for example, good or bad, instead of
labeling inputs themselves (Russell & Norvig, 1995). In unsupervised learning, the
model itself, not the user, looks for the patterns that lead it to the desired output
without any labels or training (Hinton & Sejnowski, 1999; Oja, 2002; Sathya &
Abraham, 2013).
One of the main characteristics of supervised learning is that the features used to train
and evaluate data are well-defined and pre-processed before testing occurs. It fits well
in classification cases with prior knowledge of the relationship between input and
output samples (Love, 2002; Soni, 2019). These methods assume an available
supervisor, or teacher, provides input to classify the training examples (Ripley,
1996a; Sathya & Abraham, 2013). In the Poisson equation application, a training
iteration provides the necessary information to label the output that trains the model.
This satisfies the supervised model requirement of labeling training input. Since the
operator chooses the point of convergence, their input represents the prior knowledge
required between the label and the output.

1.15 SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES (SVM)

A support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised learning model that determines a
boundary, known as a hyperplane, to separate a training data set into two groups
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(Boyle, 2011; Vapnik, 1998). SVM can be classifiers or used for regression analysis;
for this application, they are classifiers since the objective is to separate the data into
two categories: converged or not converged.
The SVM algorithm is a binary, linear classifier when each data point falls into one
of two groups. The algorithm's objective is to find an optimal hyperplane, and the
original formulation is considered separable data (De Brabanter et al., 2002). Figure
1-14 shows the margin as the maximum distance between the nearest data points from
each class in a region with no other data points. The support vectors are the points
closest to the separating hyperplane on the boundaries of the area defined by the
margin.

Figure 1-14. Visualization of a separating hyperplane for SVM
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The classifier algorithm seeks to find the optimal hyperplane with the largest margin
between the classes (De Brabanter et al., 2002, p. 2; Vapnik, 1998). The optimization
of the hyperplane dictates the quality of the data separation. A regularization, also
known as the C-parameter, and gamma

parameters are the SVM tuning

parameters. The C-parameter tells the SVM optimizer how much to avoid
misclassifying each data set: for large C values, the optimizer looks for a smallermargin hyperplane as it tries to classify all points correctly, and for small C values,
the optimizer seeks a larger-margin hyperplane (Han et al., 2012). The parameter
is associated with the parameterization of the kernel, determining how fast the
similarity metric decreases, the distance between data points and the hyperplane. A
low

value considers data points far from the plausible separation line, and a high

value considers points close to the separation line. Techniques seeking to optimize
the parameters C and

efficiently range from selecting the parameters based on a

priori knowledge to approaches using cross-validation, statistical interpretation of the
SVM regression, and others (Cherkassky & Ma, 2004).
The kernel choice depends on whether the data is separable. If the data sets are
separable, a linear kernel is sufficient to construct the optimal separating hyperplane
(De Brabanter et al., 2002). If the data is not separable, it is impossible to use the
original linear SVM formulation, so a non-linear technique maps the input data in a
higher-dimensional space, the application of which is known as the kernel trick (De
Brabanter et al., 2002).
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As the algorithm implementation is in MATLAB, the subroutine fitcsvm() trains the
SVM for the solver’s binary classification. The subroutine fitcsvm() has the option to
optimize the SVM parameters, C and , varying them automatically to minimize the
cross-validation loss, which is a measure of the predictive inaccuracy of the model
(Matlab Documentation, n.d.).
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MODELING METHODS

FORMULATION OF MESHLESS METHODS

The governing equations of hemodynamics fluid flow are the continuity and Navier-Stokes
(NS) equations. After discretization, the resulting formulation requires the solution of a
Poisson equation at every time-step. Two methods are put forward to address this
challenge: a dual reciprocity boundary element method (DR-BEM) and a machinelearning-enhanced pseudo-transient approach.

2.1

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The governing equations of fluid flows are the NS equations consisting of mass,
momentum, and energy conservation (Pepper et al., 2014):
V

0

V
t
cp

V
T
t

2

V

cp V

V

T

Where:
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k

p
2

T

f
u g,,,

(2.1)

: fluid density
: dynamic viscosity
f : body force
c p : specific heat

k : thermal conductivity
u g : energy generation
: viscious thermal dissipation

Developing the numerical approach for the solution requires assumptions due to its
hemodynamic characteristics (Pepper et al., 2014). First, the density is constant, and
are neglected. Also, velocity V ( x, t ) , pressure p( x, t ) , and

the energy terms u g and

temperature T ( x, t ) are the field variables dependent on time and space. Second, as
an incompressible fluid solution case, the continuity and momentum equations are
discretized for a specific time interval. Once the velocity field is known, the energy
equation could advance in time independently (Bueno et al., 2017; Pepper et al.,
2014). However, the NS solution does not consider the energy conservation equation
since there is an assumption in hemodynamics applications that the temperature is
constant throughout the body (Itu et al., 2017).
Given the preceding considerations, the discretized continuity and momentum NS
equations take the form:

V n 1 ( x) 0
V n ( x)
t

V n ( x)

V n ( x)
p n 1 ( x)

Where: time tn is subdivided into n time-steps of size
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2

V n ( x)

(2.2)

f n ( x)

t such that tn

n t.

By approximating the derivative with a backward differencing scheme, the
momentum equation becomes:

V n 1 ( x) V n ( x)
t

V n ( x)

V n ( x)

2

V n ( x)
(2.3)

p

n 1

n

( x)

f ( x)

So that the next iteration step for local velocity is:
V n 1 ( x) V n ( x)

t

2

V n ( x)
1

V n ( x)
p

n 1

( x)

V n ( x)
1

n

(2.4)

f ( x)

The discretized equation (2.4) requires knowing the pressure field explicitly for the
next time-step, but a formulation for this pressure term does not exist. Instead, a
pressure correction ( x) predicts the pressure field for the next iteration:

p n 1 ( x)

p n ( x)

n

( x)

(2.5)

Introducing equation (2.5) into equation (2.4) replaces the pressure term of the next
time-step with the current value and pressure correction terms, grouping the unknown
field variables on the left side:
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V n 1 ( x)

t

n

( x ) V n ( x)

2

V n ( x)

t
1

f n ( x)

1

V n ( x)

p n ( x)

V n ( x)

(2.6)

Because the right-hand side (RHS) of the equation is fully known, a single,
intermediate field variable, named intermediate velocity, V * ( x ) replaces the terms
on the left-hand side. Thus, the velocity field explicit solution is:

t

V n 1 ( x)

n

( x) V * ( x)

(2.7)

The intermediate velocity V * ( x ) from equation (2.7) is the RHS of equation (2.6):
V * ( x) V n ( x)

2

V n ( x)

t
1

n

f ( x)

n

V ( x)

1

p n ( x)
n

(2.8)

V ( x)

Given that the continuity equation (2.9) remains valid, substituting V n 1 ( x ) from
equation (2.7) results in a Poisson expression, shown in equation (2.11), where the
pressure correction field variable

n

( x) is the only unknown:
V n 1 ( x)

V * ( x)

t
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0

n

( x)

(2.9)
0

(2.10)

2

n

( x)

t

V * ( x)

(2.11)

As the intermediate velocity term remains constant at every time-step, so does the
RHS of equation (2.11). In this Poisson equation, Neumann homogeneous conditions
n

0 apply over the domain, and Dirichlet homogeneous conditions

0

apply at the inlets and outlets where the pressure is imposed (Pepper et al., 2014). It
is imperative to solve the resulting Poisson equation (2.11) at every time iteration.
When the solution is not exact, continuity is not satisfied, creating a residual known
as the mass imbalance that changes the physical meaning of the time-evolution
results.
After obtaining the pressure correction solution from the Poisson formulation, the
upcoming pressure field updates according to equation (2.5). The next time-step of
the velocity field V n 1 results from equation (2.6):

V n 1 ( x) V * ( x)

t

n

( x)

At this point, the solution continues to march forward in time.
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(2.12)

2.2

SOLVING THE POISSON EQUATION

Since the incompressible fluid flow solution depends on the decoupling of the
pressure equation, the Poisson equation (2.11) solution must converge at every timestep (Pepper et al., 2014). Two methods are under consideration: a dual reciprocity
boundary element method (DR-BEM) and a pseudo-transient approach with a
machine learning assisted iterative solution.
2.2.1

Dual Reciprocity Boundary Element Method (DR-BEM)

The boundary element method (BEM) is an integral-equation-based numerical
method that relies on the formulation of a boundary integral equation (BIE). A BIE
is possible as long as the problem at hand has a Green’s free-space solution available
(Pepper et al., 2014). While the BEM approach has second-order accuracy, it requires
the differential operator’s fundamental solution, meaning that only homogeneous
linear differential equations can be solved (C. S. Chen et al., 2003). Usually, the
initial conditions of the problem are accounted for through domain integration
eliminating the boundary-only aspect of the solution (C. S. Chen et al., 2003; Wrobel
& Brebbia, 1987). For non-homogeneous problems, the discretized BIE can provide
the BEM solution in terms of boundary integrals only via an RBF expansion (Bueno
et al., 2017; C. S. Chen et al., 2003; Divo & Kassab, 2004; Pepper et al., 2014; Wrobel
& Brebbia, 1987). Such is the case when solving the pressure correction given in
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equation (2.11); a DR-BEM approach is appropriate since it has been shown to
produce an accurate solution (Divo & Kassab, 2004; Wrobel & Brebbia, 1987).
A DR-BEM approach recasts the Poisson equation with the same point distribution
as in LRCMM (Bueno et al., 2017):
2

n

( x)

B( x)

B( x)

t

V * ( x)

(2.13)

The right-hand side B x is known and non-homogeneous throughout the domain.
Then, considering equation (2.13) over the domain
function G x,

and multiplying it by a weight

yields:
2 n

( x)G( x, )d

B( x)G( x, )d

(2.14)

Green’s second identity expands the left-hand side:
n

( x)

2

n

G ( x, ) d

( x)

G ( x, )
d
n

n

( x)
d
n

G ( x, )

B ( x)G ( x, )d

(2.15)

Considering the Laplacian of the weight function to be the Dirac delta function

( x, ) with a field point x and a source point

, its analytic solution is the

fundamental solution:
2

G ( x, )
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( x, )

(2.16)

The resulting weight function G x,

is Green’s free-space solution for the current

2D case:

1
ln r
2

G ( x, )

(2.17)

Rewriting equation (2.15) using the weight function expresses the integral equation
in terms of the field variable,

n

for any point

inside the domain and on the

boundary:

c( ) n ( )

n

( ) H ( x, )d

q n ( x)G( x, )d

b( )

(2.18)

Where:
n

q ( x)
H ( x, )
b( )
c( )

The parameter c

n

( x)
n
G ( x, )
n

B ( x )G ( x , ) d

(2.19)

( x, ) d

is 1 inside the domain and 0.5 on a smooth boundary. By

introducing BEM discretization, the boundary is subdivided into N B constant
boundary elements:
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NB

(2.20)

j
j 1

Introducing the discretization from equation (2.20) into equation (2.18), results in the
boundary integral equation (BIE):
c( ) n ( )

NB

n
j

NB

H ( x, ) d

j 1

j 1

j

G ( x, ) d

b( )

(2.21)

j

at boundary points, 1..N B , the BIE reduces to:

By collocating the source point
ci

q nj

NB

n
i

Hˆ ij

n
j

j 1

NB

Gij q nj bi

(2.22)

j 1

Where:
Hˆ ij

H ( x, i ) d
j

Gij

G ( x, i ) d

(2.23)

j

bi

b( i )

B ( x)G ( x, i ) d

The discretized BIE (2.22), rewritten in matrix-vector-form, is:
H

n
NB , NB

N B ,1

G
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NB , NB

qn

N B ,1

b

N B ,1

(2.24)

There is no need to perform a new collocation for the DR-BEM solution. The
boundary elements and collocation points in equation (2.23) coincide with the
LRCMM boundary discretization (Bueno et al., 2017; Pepper et al., 2014).
Introducing boundary conditions for
system of equations A x

n

, the BIE (2.24) is arranged into a linear

d , where x are the unknown

n

or q n values on the

boundary.
The vector b elements from equation (2.24) are the RHS terms B x of the Poisson
equation (2.13). While known, B x is non-homogeneous throughout the domain, and
to indirectly transform it into a boundary integral, let us expand it in terms of known
functions:
N

B( x)

k

f k ( x)

k 1

The total number of points on the boundary and interior of the domain N

(2.25)

NB

NI

corresponds to the LRCMM distribution. The term f k x expands with known
arbitrary Radial-Basis functions (RBFs) functions such that:
2

f k ( x)

uk ( x )

(2.26)

Multiquadrics are a common choice for RBFs, but they lack the direct analytical
solution required by equation (2.26). Fortunately, polyharmonic RBFs do have an
analytical solution of the Laplacian uk ( x) :
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rk ( x)
1
c

f k ( x)

(2.27)

As a result, the vector bi from (2.23) becomes:
N

bi

2
k

uk ( x)G( x, i )d

(2.28)

k 1

The domain integral equation (2.28) transforms into a boundary integral by applying
Green’s second identity to the right-hand side and considering equation (2.16):
N

bi

k

pk ( x)G ( x, i )d

uk ( x) H ( x, i )d

c( i )uk ( i )

k 1

(2.29)

Where:
uk ( x)
n
G ( x, )
H ( x, )
n
pk ( x )

(2.30)

Therefore, all terms of the discretized BIE equation (2.24) are expressed as boundary
integrals. By following the boundary discretization, the BIE takes the form:

ci

n
i

NB
j 1

Hˆ ij

n
j

NB

NB

N

Gij q nj

k

j 1

k 1
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j 1

Gij p kj

NB
j 1

H ij u kj

(2.31)

The expansion coefficients

k

are determined from the collocation of the expansion

in equation (2.25) so that in matrix form:
B

F

N ,1

N ,N

n

It is now possible to evaluate the pressure correction
at any interior point

. The field variable

n

(2.32)

N ,1

( ) using the discretized BIE

derivatives are necessary to evaluate the

intermediate velocity field, for instance, by differentiating the BIE (2.21).
n

( )
x

NB
j 1

H ( x, )

n
j
j

NB

d

j 1

x

G ( x, )

q nj
j

x

d

b( )
x

(2.33)

With the pressure correction term, the velocity field from equation (2.6) updates in
preparation for the next time-step (Bueno et al., 2017).
As a numerical method, DR-BEM’s main advantage is eliminating mass imbalance
because the solver can calculate the exact solution for the pressure correction.
However, DR-BEM has the significant disadvantage of being computationally
intensive both in memory and time requirements, particularly as the problem scales
in size and the number of nodes increases.
2.2.2

Iterative Solver for Poisson Equation

Another approach for solving the resulting Poisson equation is transforming it into a
transient diffusion equation that advances in a pseudo-time-step until the solution is
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asymptotic. After rearranging the Poisson equation (2.11) and having its right-hand
terms (RHS) remain constant for the current time-step, the transient equation
advances in the pseudo-time-step

:
2

( x)

t

V * ( x)

(2.34)

Euler’s method yields an algebraic relation that can advance in this pseudo-time until
convergence (Pepper et al., 2014; Press, 1992).
1

2

( x)

t

V * ( x)

(2.35)

Euler’s method is not ideal because it is inaccurate and unstable compared to other
methods running at the same step size (Press, 1992). Another common choice, the
fourth-order Runge-Kutta formulation (RK4), uses mid-point derivatives, and it can
converge in fewer iterations since it remains stable with larger pseudo-time-steps
offsetting the computational cost of performing more intermediate evaluations (Press,
1992, 1996). Rewriting the transient equation (2.34) so that it takes a form compatible
with the RK4 algorithm yields:

f( , )

2

( x)

t
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V * ( x)

2

( x) g (t )

(2.36)

1

1
k1 2k2
6

2k3 k 4

k1

f

,

k2

f

k1
,
2

2

k3

f

k2
,
2

2

where

k4

f

(2.37)

k3 ,

Transforming the Poisson equation (2.11) into transient form has a computational
expense and flexibility advantage over the DR-BEM. However, an iterative solver is
an approximation, and without an exact solution, mass imbalance forms. Thus,
reaching convergence is a requirement.
How many times does the RK4 have to iterate to achieve convergence? Traditionally,
the number of iterations is established empirically. However, machine learning (ML)
removes the need to know heuristically or empirically when convergence is going to
occur. Through support vector machines (SVM), ML uses problem data to train and
determine when convergence occurs. Therefore, the solver adapts and uses input data
at every time-step to decide when it has reached convergence.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF LPM AND MULTISCALE SYSTEMS

Lumped-parameter models (LPM) are representative of a simplified version of the
circulatory system. Windkessel compartments can be combined to form circuits that
provide the flexibility to create models as complex as necessary, including the heart, to
obtain desired field variables throughout the system. LPM can integrate with numerical
solvers to create multiscale systems to provide boundary information to numerical solvers
allowing flow visualization in regions of interest.

2.3

THE HEART FUNCTION IN LUMPED-PARAMETER MODELS

While the resistance-inductance-capacitance (RLC) compartments represent the
vessels in the systemic tree, there is a need to model the cardiac function. Since the
heart is the pressure source of the system, the ventricle’s elastance E t , accounting
for the contraction of the myocardium, can relate the ventricular pressure P t to the
ventricular volume V through the following equation (Stergiopulos et al., 1996; Suga
et al., 1973; Suga & Sagawa, 1974):
E t

P t
V t
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Vd

(2.38)

The unloaded volume Vd is determined experimentally (Suga et al., 1973). For a
normal heart with a heart rate (HR) at 60 beats per minute (bpm), elastance varies
from a maximum Emax

2 mmHg / ml to a minimum Emin

0.06 mmHg / ml . The

“double hill” function is a mathematical approximation that represents the elastance

En (t ) (Faragallah et al., 2012; M. A. Simaan et al., 2009):
1.9

En t n

tn
0.7
1.55
tn
1
0.7

Where: En tn is the normalized elastance, tn

1
1.9

1

tn
1.17

(2.39)

21.9

t Tmax , Tmax

0.2

0.15tc , and tc is

the interval of the cardiac cycle in seconds. Note that the elastance is re-scaled from
the normalized elastance:

E t

Emax

Emin En tn

Emin

(2.40)

The time-varying ventricular compliance C (t ) is inversely proportional to E (t ) , as in
Figure 2-1:

C (t )
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1
E (t )

(2.41)

Figure 2-1. Elastance E (t ) and ventricular compliance C (t )

2.4

LPM CIRCUIT: FIVE FIELD VARIABLES

A known LPM model reproducing the left ventricle hemodynamics is the five-statevariable model (Ferreira et al., 2005; M. A. Simaan et al., 2009). The cardiovascular
flow field representation includes: the left atrium compliance Cla , the mitral valve

MV and its resistance Rmv , the left ventricle driving time-varying compliance Clv (t ) ,
the aortic valve AV and its resistance Rav , the aorta’s compliance Cao and its
characteristic resistance Rao and inertance Lao , along with the systemic circulation’s
compliance Csys and its resistance Rsys . As shown in Figure 2-2, the systemic
circulation simplifies the rest of the system: peripheral arteries and veins, arterioles,
capillary bed, venules, right atrium, right ventricle, pulmonary arteries and veins, and
lung vascular system.
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Figure 2-2. 5-Element Circuit

Two diodes simulate the functionality of the mitral and aortic valves, as they permit
flow in the forward direction only (Stergiopulos et al., 1996).

Figure 2-3. Ventricle’s electrical compartment with time-varying compliance

Estimated associated values of system parameters are an essential aspect of
developing LPM circuits (Yu et al., 1998, 2001). Table 2-1 shows the estimated
cardiovascular parameters for a typical adult (M. A. Simaan et al., 2009; Faragallah
et al., 2011, 2012).
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Table 2-1. Estimated cardiovascular model parameters, 5-element circuit
Parameter
Value
Parameter
Value
Resistances: mmHg/mL
R sys
Rav
1.0000
0.0010
Rmv
Rao
0.0050
0.0398
Compliance: mL/mmHg
C sys
Cla
4.4000
1.3300
Cao
Clv (t )
0.0800
Time-varying
2
Inertance: mmHg/mL/s
Lao
0.0005

This LPM circuit solution requires identifying the system field variables: the left
atrial and ventricular pressures, the aortic pressure, volumetric flow, and the systemic
pressure (Ferreira et al., 2005). Analyzing using circuit methodologies such as
Kirchhoff Voltage Law (KVL) and Kirchhoff Current Law (KCL) while applying the
analogy from Table 1-2 yields the following relations:
QLA (t ) CLA

dPLA (t )
dt

d
C LV (t ) PLA (t )
dt
dP (t )
Q1 (t ) C AO AO
dt
dQAO (t )
PAO (t ) PSYS (t ) LAO
dt
dP (t )
Q2 (t ) CSYS SYS
dt
QLV (t )

QSYS (T )

QLA (T ) QMV (T )

QMV (T ) QLV (T ) QAV (T )
QAV (T )

Q1 (T ) QAO (T )

(2.42)

RAO QAO QAO (T ) Q2 (T ) QSYS (T )

Simplifying for the m7ain state variables results in the system’s state equations.
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dPLA (t )
dt

1
PLA (t )
RSYS CLA

1
PSYS (t )
RSYS C LA

PLA (t ) PLV (t )
H PLA (t ) PLV (t )
RMV CLA
dPLV (t )
dt

dCLV (t )
PLV (t )
CLV (t ) dt
1

PLA (t ) PLV (t )
H PLA (t ) PLV (t )
RMV CLV (t )
PLV (t ) PAO (t )
H PLV (t ) PAO (t )
RAV CLV (t )
dPAO (t )
dt

1
QAO (t )
C AO

PLV (t ) PAO (t )
H PLV (t ) PAO (t )
RAV C AO

dQAO (t )
dt

1
PAO (t )
LAO

RAO
QAO (t )
LAO

dPSYS (t )
dt

1
1
PLA (t )
QAO (t )
RSYS CSYS
CSYS

1
PSYS (t )
LAO
1
PSYS (t )
RSYS CSYS

(2.43)

There are two valves, or diodes, on the left side of the heart, each represented by the
Heaviside function, creating four distinct possibilities for the resulting state vectors
as in Table 2-2 (Ferreira et al., 2005).

Mode
1
2
1
3
x

Table 2-2. Phases of the cardiac cycle
Mitral Valve
Aortic Valve
Phase
closed
closed
Isovolumic Expansion
closed
open
Ejection
closed
closed
Isovolumic Contraction
open
closed
Filling
Not Feasible for Normal
open
open
Function

The field variables’ solution is now possible, using RK4 or other numerical methods.
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Figure 2-4. 5-Element model pressure and volumetric flow rates

Plotting the local pressures and aortic flowrate in Figure 2-4 shows the expected
pulsating behavior (M. A. Simaan et al., 2009).

2.5

LPM CIRCUIT: 10 FIELD VARIABLES

In preparation for an LPM-LRCMM coupling case, the 5-element circuit expands to
include a bifurcation for the system flow. The additional elements transform it into a
10-element circuit with corresponding field variables. The circuit takes the form
shown in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5. 10-Element circuit with bifurcation

In this case, there is a need to estimate resistances and compliances of the lower and
upper circulation. The resistance of the upper circulation is larger than the resistance
in the lower circulation branch. A higher resistance guarantees that the upper
circulation has a lower volumetric flow rate than the lower circulation.
2.5.1

Circuit Element Values

The capacitances of the additional branches also affect the resulting values for local
pressure and volumetric rates. Table 2-3 contains the estimated values.
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Table 2-3. Estimated cardiovascular model parameters, 10-element circuit
Parameter
Value
Parameter
Value
Resistances: mmHg/mL
R sys
Rav
0.77098
0.0010
Rinlet
5.8333 x 10-6

Rmv

0.0050

Rao

0.0398

Rl

0.7875 x 10-5

Ru

1.8667 x 10-5

Rlc
Cla
Cao
Cuc
Lao
Luc

Ruc
0.731748
Compliance: mL/mmHg
C sys
4.4000
Clv (t )
0.0800
Clc
0.088592
Inertance: mmHg/mL/s2
0.0005
Llc
0.02138

0.3333
1.3300
Time-varying
0.077575

0.01069

The components shared with the 5-element circuit have the same values for a typical
adult (M. A. Simaan et al., 2009; Faragallah et al., 2012, 2011). Existing literature
provides values for the additional capacitance, inductance, resistance, and
upper/lower blow flow required by the Windkessel compartment after the bifurcation
exit (Laganà et al., 2005).
The resistances Rlc and Ruc are estimated given the known upper and lower blood
flow percentage circulation: 30% for the upper body and 70% for the lower body. A
MATLAB script solves the 10-element case while optimizing the resistance values
to match the volumetric flow.
Since the set of resistances Rinlet , Rl , and Ru are part of the electrical analog of the
LRCMM, their estimated values come from a hydraulic-electrical analogy.
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Developing an analogy from the incompressible Navier-Stokes momentum equations
while assuming fully-developed flow in the 2D case and neglecting the external body
forces results in a pressure gradient between parallel plates (Creigen et al., 2007):

u
u
u
u
v
t
x
y

2

P
x

u
x2

2

u
x2

(2.44)

With a distance 2h between plates, the resulting velocity profile in terms of the timevarying mean velocity u (t ) is:

u ( x, t )

3
u (t ) 1
2

y
h

2

(2.45)

Given the analogy between the voltage drop from equation (1.46) and the hydraulic
pressure drop per unit length:

p (t )

3 l
Q(t )
h 2 Ac

l dQ(t )
Ac
dt

Ac

2h per unit length

(2.46)

The resistance term allows estimating Rinlet , Rl , and Ru from the Navier-Stokes
hydraulic analogy in terms of the local geometry and fluid properties:

R

3 l
per unit length
2h3
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(2.47)

Another way to estimate these resistance values is by the already established
relationship from Table 1-2:

P
Q

R

(2.48)

The pressure drop and flow measurements are estimated using an LRCMM solver
with steady hemodynamics, resulting in Figure 2-6, where the y-position-weighted
measurements are in SI units: the pressure in Pascals and velocity in meters per
second. Table 2-4 summarizes the electric-hydraulic and numerical results,
corroborating the resistance estimations.

Table 2-4. Resistance Estimation for Bifurcation
Navier-Stokes
Resistance
Measured from
Hydraulic
% Difference
mmHg s/ml
Steady Case
Analogy
Rinlet
5.8333 x 10-6
5.0326 x 10-6
13.7
Rl
0.7875 x 10-5
0.8103 x 10-5
2.89
Ru
1.8667 x 10-5
1.6106 x 10-5
13.7

The resistance from the hydraulic analogy equation (2.47) provides equivalent results
to equation (2.48) using measurements at the corresponding inlet and outlets.
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Figure 2-6. Local pressures and velocities for a steady case

2.5.2

Circuit Solution Equations
The 10-element model relevant field variables are given in Figure 2-5 as:
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Pla (t )

Q sys (t )

Plv (t )

Puc (t )

Pao (t )

Quc (t )

Qao (t )

Plc (t )

Psys (t )

Qlc (t )

(2.49)

Using the same circuit solution methodologies as in the 5-element case: KVL, KCL,
and the relations from Table 1-2, results in the following field equations:

dPla
dt
dPlv
dt

1 Puc Pla
Cla
Ruc

1 Pla Plv
H ( Pla
Clv
Rmv
dPao
dt

Pla

Pla Plv
H ( Pla
Rmv

Rlc
Plv )

Plv

Pao
Rav

1 Plv Pao
H ( Plv
Cao
Rav
dPsys
dt

dQsys

H ( Plv

Psys

1
Qao
Csys

P1

1 P1 Plc
Clc
Rl

Plc

dQuc
dt

1
Puc
Luc
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Psys

Rsys

Pla

(2.51)

(2.52)

(2.54)

dPlc
dt

P1

dClv
dt

(2.53)

Puc Pla
Ruc

1
Psys
Lsys

(2.50)

Rinlet

1 P1 Puc
Cuc
Ru

1
Pao
Lao

Plv )

Pao ) Plv

Pao ) Qao

dPuc
dt

dQao
dt

dt

Plc

Pla
Rlc

(2.55)

Rao Qao

(2.56)

Rinlet Qsys

Ruc Quc

(2.57)

(2.58)

dQlc
dt

1
Plc
Llc

Pla

Rlc Qlc

(2.59)

The local pressure P1 that occurs at the bifurcation is:

Psys
P1

Rsys

Puc
Ruc

Plc
Rlc

1
Rsys

1
Ruc

1
Rlc

(2.60)

The 10-element circuit heart function is the same as in the 5-element case, referenced
in Table 2-2. Solving for the field variables and plotting the results in Figure 2-7:

Figure 2-7. 10-Element model pressure and volumetric flow rates

While there are additional local pressure and flow rates, the equivalent terms correlate
with the 5-element circuit LPM from Figure 2-7.
It is worth noting that Rinlet , Rl , and Ru values are on a different scale than the rest
of the system, requiring a smaller step size and additional iterations for the same
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solution time. While an RK4 general algorithm suffices, the number of iterations
would significantly reduce if the step size adapts as needed.
2.5.3

Adaptive Stepping Solver

Richarson extrapolation performs adaptive time-stepping with error control (Israel,
2002; Richardson, 1911). Starting with larger time-steps and reducing them when
necessary, the adaptive algorithm requires two changes to RK4:

1. To compute two states as it advances the solution by using a coarse time-step
t and two half-time-steps

t 2,

2. To predict if the error is high to reduce the time-step if necessary.
The expected error bound between the first and second approximations is given by:

err

2N
2

N

1

yn 21

yn 11

(2.61)

The N order of approximation for the RK4 solver is 4; thus, the error is:

errRK 4

16
yn 21
15

yn 11

(2.62)

The error-bound equation (2.62) allows the estimation of the necessary maximum
time-step size

t max to achieve a prescribed tolerance :
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tmax

2

t

N

1

2

tmax, RK 4

t

1
N 1

N

yn 21

yn 11
1
5

(2.63)

errRK 4

Therefore, no adaption is necessary as long as the initial coarse time-step is smaller
than the maximum time-step allowed. The approximation error contributes to the
advancing solution:
yn

1

y n 11

errRK 4

(2.64)

If the prescribed tolerance limit is not satisfied, then the current coarse subdivides
time-step into N s sublevels of size

ts :

t

Ns

tmax,RK 4

1

(2.65)

Each fine time-step is at least half of the coarse time-step, and the solution loops
through these discreet subintervals.
ts

t
Ns

(2.66)

Table 2-5 illustrates the algorithm for Richardson extrapolation. It allows for larger
time-steps per iteration, refining as necessary.
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Table 2-5. Algorithm of Adaptive Time-stepping
Input: LPM parameters,initial state variables condition
Output: Updated field variable
1: Main: 10-element LPM
2: Prescribe tolerance
3: while number of iterations for coarse time-step t
4:
Field variables update with coarse t ,
1
yn 11 yn
K1 1 2 K 2 1 2 K3 1 K 4 1
6
5:
Field variables update with two half-steps t / 2
1
y 2 1 yn
K1 2 2 K 2 2 2 K 3 2 K 4 2
n
6
2
yn 21
6:

9:
10:

2
1
n
2

Get the error and

errRK 4
7:
8:

y

1
K1 2
6

12:
13:

14:
15:
16:

2K3 2

K4 2

t max

16
yn 21
15

1
n 1

y

,

t max, RK 4

t

1
5

errRK 4

t < t max
Advance the current time-step using the error bound
y n 1 yn 11 errRK 4
else adaptive time-stepping is required
Calculate the number of subiterations N s

if

Ns
11:

2K2 2

t
tmax,RK 4

1

Initialize local state variables: ys

yn

while number of subiterations for fine time-step
Calculate the RK4 solution
1
ys y s
K1 2 K 2 2 K3 K 4
6
end of adaptive local iterations
Advance to the next coarse time-step
yn 1 y s
end of the adaptive algorithm
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ts

2.6

EMBEDDED CASES

It is also possible to develop a tightly-coupled case in which the LRCMM is part of
the LPM solution itself. In this case, a numerical solver, such as LRCMM, replaces
a section of the circuit, interacting with the remaining of the open circuit, as shown
in Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-8. Tightly Integrated LPM-LRCMM

Cardiovascular behavior and corresponding electrical analogy Windkessel
compartments at the outlets preserve stability in the transition from the numerical
solver to the LPM. Given the size of the circuit, it results in ten (10) state variables:
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Pla (t )

Q sys (t )

Plv (t )

Puc (t )

Pao (t )

Quc (t )

Qao (t )

Plc (t )

Psys (t )

Qlc (t )

(2.67)

The circuit solution uses circuit solution methodologies, KVL, KCL, and the relations
from Table 1-2. The final set of equations is:

dPla
dt
dPlv
dt

1 Puc Pla
Cla
Ruc

1 Pla Plv
H ( Pla
Clv
Rmv
dPao
dt

Plc

Pla

Pla Plv
H ( Pla
Rmv

Rlc
Plv )

Plv

Pao
Rav

1 Plv Pao
H ( Plv
Cao
Rav
dQao
dt

dPsys
dt
dQsys
dt

dPuc
dt
dQuc
dt

1
Pao
Lao

1
Qao
Csys
1
Psys
Lsys

1
Quco
Cuc
1
Puc
Luc
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Psys

Psys

H ( Plv

Pinlet
Rsys

Pinlet

Rsys Qsys

Puc Pla
Ruc
Pla

Pao ) Plv

Pao ) Qao

Rao Qao

Ruc Quc

Plv )

(2.68)

dClv
dt

(2.69)

(2.70)

(2.71)

(2.72)

(2.73)

(2.74)

(2.75)

dPlc
dt

1
Qlco
Clc

dQlc
dt

1
Plc
Llc

Plc

Pla

Pla
Rlc

(2.76)

Rlc Qlc

(2.77)

The tightly-coupled case is not necessary to evaluate the use of SVM in LRCMM,
but it can be developed as future work to have a fully enclosed system.
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MACHINE LEARNING

CONSIDERATIONS FOR ITERATIVE PROCESSES

Machine learning allows for classifying generated data during a solver’s iterative process
into categories informing the status of the solution. It requires sample information from the
data set to learn its behavior, and it uses a trained model to predict outcomes. The residual,
or the error in the approximation as a numerical method approaches convergence, is a
standard feature extracted from the solution; however, it may not be sufficient to train SVM
directly. Performing a wave analysis reveals time, frequency, and time-frequency domain
features that would not otherwise be observable. These relevant features could provide
additional training and testing data that SVM can use to determine if the solution has
converged.

3.1

RESIDUAL

The residual is the normalized standard deviation between a current time solution and
the one preceding it. To illustrate how the residual plays a role in analyzing
convergence, consider the following Laplace function:
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x2
2
Sample

10
16

y2

( x, y )
2

2

sin

4

3 y x cos

3x

y
e xy

3x

4

(2.78)

y

It has a known solution and derivatives:

Sample

Sample

( x, y )

x
Sample

( x, y )

y

( x, y )

sin

4

3x

y

e xy

1
4 y sin
3x
4
4

y

3 cos

1
4 x sin
3x
4
4

y

cos
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4
4

3x
3x

y
y

e xy
e xy

(2.80)

The numerical solution using RK4 compared to the exact solution is in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1. Surface plot compared to numerical solution for
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Sample

( x, y)

Figure 3-2. The standard deviation of the residual in algorithmic and linear
scale

Plotting the residual vs. pseudo-time-step in Figure 3-2 shows that there is not always
a clear indication of when the solution converges, even when using a logarithmic
scale. Deriving information from these plots is complex; while the solution may have
already converged, further iterations may reveal instabilities due to machine
precision. It is undesirable to continue calculations, and the iteration process should
stop since the solution would not improve.

3.2

WAVE ANALYSIS

As the residual approaches machine precision, it is necessary to study its behavior to
train the SVM model. Previous studies have used the extraction of indices in time,
frequency, and time-frequency domains from available data to provide information
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to the learning algorithms (M. Simaan et al., 2011; Ferreira, Simaan, et al., 2006). It
is posited that some of these indices can become features that train the SVM
classifier.
3.2.1

Time-Based Indices
The first time-based index SI1 relates the mean, maximum, and minimum values in
the local domain (M. Simaan et al., 2011; Vollkron et al., 2004). For the current
moving window x(t ) :

SI1

2* mean( x(t ))

max( x(t )) min( x(t ))

max( x(t )) min( x(t ))

(2.81)

As the residual diminishes, the result tends to be near zero unless the minimum and
maximum are so close that small oscillations can appear due to the formulation.
The second SI 2 and third SI 3 indices also belong in the time domain and exhibit
similar behavior as the first index SI1 .

dx(t )
dt
max( x(t )) min( x(t ))
max

SI 2

dx(t )
dt
max( x(t )) min( x(t ))
min

SI 3
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(2.82)

If there are time-step oscillations perceivable in the flow, these indices can reveal
them, showing pulsatility in the solution (Ferreira, Chen, et al., 2006).
Considering the example from equation (2.78), the residual in Figure 3-2 shows some
small oscillations towards the right side of the log scale plot. The oscillations become
more visible through the use of these indices as shown in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3. Time-based indices of sample function
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3.2.2

Frequency-Based Indices

Frequency-based indices may reveal possible changes in the solution's residual in the
harmonic and subharmonic energy content (Ferreira, Simaan, et al., 2006). They can
highlight possible suction events in circulation systems with a left ventricular assist
device (LVAD). This research does not consider that scenario, but these features may
provide additional information in particular cases. A representation of the
subharmonic and harmonic frequency regions is in Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4. Representation of the subharmonic and harmonic regions

The harmonic index SI 4 is the ratio of the residual total energy in the fundamental
component frequency band to the total energy in the harmonic frequency band (Yuhki
et al., 1999; Ferreira, Simaan, et al., 2006; M. Simaan et al., 2011).
2

SI 4

1

2

QP

d

QP

d
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(2.83)

The Fourier transform of the residual signal QP ( ) with a fundamental frequency
requires the definition of angular frequencies

1

and

2

. A frequency threshold

0

c

,

in radians, defines a centered interval at the fundamental frequency (Ferreira, Chen,
et al., 2006; Ferreira, Simaan, et al., 2006; M. Simaan et al., 2011) as follows:
1

0

c

2

0

c

(2.84)

The subharmonic index SI 5 is the ratio of the residual subharmonic energy to the total
fundamental energy (Ferreira, Chen, et al., 2006; Ferreira, Simaan, et al., 2006; M.
Simaan et al., 2011).

SI 5

1

QP

d

2

QP

d

0

1

(2.85)

When previous work analyzed a sinusoidal pump flow signal, most of the energy
from their spectral analysis was expected to concentrate around the fundamental
frequency band (Ferreira, Simaan, et al., 2006). The fundamental frequency is
estimated as a function of the zero-crossings rate Z over a time window length

t in

seconds (Ferreira, Simaan, et al., 2006). The zero-crossings rate is the weighted
average of the number of times that a signal changes sign within a time window
(Rabiner & Schafer, 2007). In the application of this research, there is no pump
signal. Therefore, the estimated

0

is established as the dominant frequency (DF):
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the highest-magnitude sinusoidal component, in hertz, in the spectral analysis of the
signal. For example, DF is used to detect fibrillatory activity due to its ability to
recognize a higher frequency than those in its surroundings (Gadenz et al., 2017). In
the algorithm presented here, the DF is extracted by performing a fast Fourier
transform on a local moving window. It is not known if the signals in this research
have frequencies that can be easily discerned. However, the sample case from
equation (2.78) has frequency information detectable by SI 4 and SI 5 , shown in Figure
3-5.

Figure 3-5. Frequency-based indices of the sample function (2.78)

The signal in the sample appears to originate from the numerical residual oscillations.
When performing wave analysis on the Poisson solution residual signal, a DF may
appear, and SI 4 and SI 5 can detect it.
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3.2.3

Time-Frequency-Based Index

The time-frequency index is the standard deviation of the mean frequency of pump
flow (Ferreira, Chen, et al., 2006; Ferreira, Simaan, et al., 2006; M. Simaan et al.,
2011):
SI 6

var

sp
t

(2.86)

The instantaneous frequency is the average frequency at a given time (Cohen, 1995):
sp
t

Psp
Psp

,t d
,t d

(2.87)

The term Psp ( , t ) is the squared magnitude of the short-time Fourier transform
(STFT). The index SI 6 may detect sudden events such as increases in the standard
deviation of the instantaneous frequency, as shown in Figure 3-6 for the sample
function (2.78).
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Figure 3-6. Time- Frequency-based index of sample function (2.78)

3.2.4

Moving Window Average

Index calculations use the same residual information, so all information generated
already exists in that data set. However, solutions may exhibit oscillations associated
with reaching a convergent value on a small scale, and a moving window average
(MWA) helps the indices detect significant changes in up-to-date data (Guo & Bai,
2011). Figure 3-7 illustrates how a moving average uses a time window of width N w
to calculate the current window's mean value and standard deviation
2011; Nau, 2014).
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n

(Guo & Bai,

Figure 3-7. The moving window record used to determine residuals

When using a moving window, the window’s size should be able to change while the
standard deviation calculation remains the same. Therefore, the standard deviation
takes the form:

X

1
Nele

Nele

hnn , StdDev

1

1
X
Nele

X

2
1

(2.88)

MWA is a consideration when it comes to calculating these indices with the available
data set. Each index realizes its wave analysis on a moving window directly
preceding the current iteration instead of the entire solution’s data set. Using a
localized window helps identify convergence at a local, current pseudo-step instead
of an overall average dominated with non-convergence features.
For the time domain indices, the window is relatively small, showing sudden changes
as they occur. For frequency indices, the data window includes more points since
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performing Fourier transforms requires a larger moving window to determine the
local dominant frequency to perform the frequency analysis from equations (2.83)
and (2.85). For the time-frequency index, the STFT breaks the moving window of
information into smaller sub-regions. The algorithm uses the MATLAB default of a
128-element Hann window. The window must be large enough to offer frequency
localization but narrow enough so that the portion of the signal in them is stationary.
If these windows are too large, the STFT becomes, in effect, a Fourier Transform
(Bebis, University of Nevada; Kehtarnavaz & Kim, 2008).

3.3

TRAINING AND VALIDATION

The objective of the classifier is to identify which solution samples represent nonconvergence or convergence. Since the data is separable, the SVM has a clear cut-off
between the non-converged set and the converged set elements. The SVM model uses
existing pre-labeled data and classifies it, and there are several rates to estimate the
quality of the model’s predictions.
3.3.1

The Confusion Matrix and its Corresponding Rates

A binary model can predict a category or class based on a feature or features of
samples from a population. True positives or true negatives represent how often the
classifier is correct in predicting class 1 or class 2, respectively. False positives and
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false negatives indicate an incorrect prediction, opposing the actual classification of
the data.
A confusion matrix summarizes the classifier's performance on a given test data set
as the number of correct and incorrect predictions by count in each class (Fawcett,
2006; Sammut & Webb, 2010; Simple Guide to Confusion Matrix Terminology,
2014). See Table 3-1.

Table 3-1. Confusion Matrix Model
Class 1
Class 2
n = total population
Predicted
Predicted
Class 1
False Negative
True Positive (TP)
Actual
(FN)
Class 2
False Positive
True Negative
Actual
(FP)
(TN)

Actual
Positives
Actual
Negatives

From the confusion matrix, a list of computed rates numerically expresses the
performance of the binary classifier based on the classification output (Fawcett, 2006;
Powers, 2007; Simple Guide to Confusion Matrix Terminology, 2014).
Accuracy shows how often the classifier is correct. Due to the dichotomy of a binary
classifier, there is no direct meaning to positive or negative, as problem-specific
classes work just as well, for example, converged vs. non-converged (Powers, 2007).
As shown below, it is the ratio of actual correct predictions to the total number of
predictions.

Accuracy

TP TN
TP TN FP FN
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(2.89)

Recall, also known as the True Positive rate or Sensitivity, is how often the SVM
model predicts the positive class when it is actually positive. A high recall means that
the corresponding class is correctly recognized. In the case of the numerical solver,
it can show how often a prediction identifies convergence correctly. It is the ratio of
correctly predicted positives and the actual positives (Powers, 2007; Sammut &
Webb, 2010).

TP
TP FN

Recall

(2.90)

Specificity, or True Negative rate, behaves similarly to the recall. It represents the
ratio of predicted negatives to actual negatives.

Specificity

TN
TN FP

(2.91)

Precision, or Confidence, shows the proportion of actual positives and total positives
so that if the model predicts a positive, the precision represents how often it is correct
(Powers, 2007; Simple Guide to Confusion Matrix Terminology, 2014).

Precision

TP
TP FP

(2.92)

F-score is a measure of the test’s accuracy, and it is the harmonic mean of precision
and recall with a range from 0 to 1. A balance F-score or F1 places equal weight on
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both precision and recall. It is appropriate for the case of the numerical solver since
both classes are equally valid.

F1

2

precision recall
precision recall

(2.93)

The F-score has advantages over using the accuracy calculation. If there is a
significant class size imbalance, a much larger population of positives would lead to
high accuracy just because of having many positive examples.
These rates help to conclude whether the SVM model is likely to recognize data
correctly. The classification of results is a relationship between precision and recall.
Cases with high recall and low precision mean that the model recognizes most TP
and identifies many FP. In contrast, low recall and high precision mean many FN,
but the predictions have low FP.
3.3.2

K-fold Cross-Validation

K-fold cross-validation is a resampling technique that uses the training data itself,
splitting it into a smaller training set and several testing sections or K-folds. For each
combination of parameters, the algorithm fits the model using all the subsets apart
from the first subset, and it calculates the performance measures. The procedure
repeats for each of the subsequent folds generating performance measures each time,
deriving the relationship between the model performance and the tuning features.
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Finally, the features with the best cross-validated errors train the model on the entire
data set (Kuhn & Johnson, 2013). The number of folds varies between 5 and 10, but
there is no fixed definition of the number required. Indeed, the 10-fold crossvalidation is the default on MATLAB. A higher K-fold value has a lower bias than a
lower value; this is desirable because the smaller bias reduces the likelihood of
overfitting the model to the training data set (Kuhn & Johnson, 2013). Larger K-fold
values are more computationally intensive because of the need to fit a higher number
of models. The 10-fold cross-validation is a proper choice when reducing meansquare error, variance, and bias (Molinaro et al., 2005).
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NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS

The numerical implementation of machine learning through support vector machines
in a meshless solver requires developing the algorithms and concepts to support the
solution. Code development is on the MATLAB environment, as it provides practical
and robust debugging and visualization tools for testing and evaluation.
The algorithm requires a lumped-parameter model (LPM), a numerical meshless
approach (LRCMM) that includes a Poisson equation solver, and the integration of
these components along with the Support-Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm. The
general structure of the numerical implementation is to:

1. Write a stand-alone lumped-parameter model that estimates the local system
and boundary condition field variables for a 0D 10-element approximation of
the circulatory system.
2. Implement an RBFs meshless framework for 2D incompressible fluid flows.
3. Develop a solver for the Poisson equation that appears at every time-step of
the time evolution of the momentum equations using a pseudo-transient
approach with local time-stepping and fourth-order Runge-Kutta time
integration.
4. Couple the LPM inlet boundary conditions with the RBF incompressible fluid
flow solver.
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5. Implement the Support-Vector Machine algorithm to automatically determine
the convergence of the pseudo-transient solution of the Poisson equation, the
time-accurate incompressible fluid flow solver, and the coupling iterations.

The numerical implementation and integration of these components allow predicting
convergence based on the solution’s residual existing features. The implementation
does not require an assumption of knowledge about the number of steps or limits of
the residual, as it uses training to determine convergence.

4.1

WORKFLOW DIAGRAM

The purpose of the workflow is to highlight the principal stages in the code as it
advances towards the solution in time. The overall structure of the algorithm builds
up from smaller subroutines to integrate the LPM, LRCMM, and SVM. The
arrangement of these operations is illustrated in Figure 4-1.
As an iterative process, the solution advances in time, but the SVM must draw from
the solution subroutine to iterate during each time-step. The SVM has two main
branches: one training branch, which only occurs once, and the testing or evaluation
branch, which occurs at any other subsequent pseudo-step. The training brach is the
one that runs the longest, as it processes more data than necessary to create features
used by the learning model.
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Figure 4-1. General workflow diagram for the complete algorithm

The primary solution loops while the local time is less than the final time. The
Poisson subroutine does not show a similar condition. The algorithm does not
predicate a condition to return to the time-based solution. This is because it is the
SVM is the one that decides when the local iterations finish. At the end of the run,
the output files are closed, and the flow field is ready for visualization.
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4.2

LUMPED-PARAMETER MODEL FOR CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

The formulation of the 10-element model provides the boundary information for the
inlet of the LRCMM region. The much lower resistances of the upper and lower
circulatory system require a much smaller step size when implementing the 10element LPM than the step size of the 5-element case. Fixed step size increases the
number of iterations required, but the adaptive step-size algorithm reduces them, as
shown in section 2.5.3.
4.2.1

Inlet-Coupled Case

The inlet-coupled case considers a meshless region in which the inlet is subject to an
incoming flow. The LRCMM runs on a geometry that is a simplified representation
of a bulging, bifurcating vessel represented as a 2D back-step, bifurcating channel,
as in Figure 4-2 (Bueno et al., 2018).

Figure 4-2. The geometry of the back-stepped, bifurcating case
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The inlet-coupling case uses a flow rate, either constant or pulsatile, as the inlet
boundary condition for the LRCMM system. The LRCMM considers blood flow and
its typical density

1, 060 kg / m3 and viscosity

3.5 10 3 kg / m s . As a loosely

coupled configuration, the inlet boundary of the meshless model updates according
to the aortic flow rate calculated by the LPM at each time-step. If a case uses the 5element LPM model when replicating the functional behavior of the heart’s left side,
the inlet boundary condition of the LRCMM is the aortic flowrate, creating the
transient behavior. However, when using the 10-element LPM model, the LRCMM
region’s location requires the systemic volumetric flow rate Qsys , as in Figure 2-5.
The plot of the aortic flow rate, seen in Figure 4-3, identifies representative locations
during the stages of the cardiac cycle: (a) onset of systole at 4.00s, (b) peak systole at
4.15s, (c) end of systole at 4.25s, and (d) diastole at 4.75s.
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Figure 4-3. 5-Element LPM’s aortic flowrate through a cycle

The LRCMM solution plots of the velocity contours match the corresponding
locations in Figure 4-3, shown in Figure 4-4. The solution ran for five cycles; the
captured information is from the last cycle to avoid recording any instability as the
flow developed at the start of the run (Bueno et al., 2018).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

Figure 4-4. Velocity contours of inlet-coupled 5-element LPM to LRCMM

In the 10-element from Figure 2-5, the CFD region couples after the systemic flow
resistance as in Figure 4-5. Therefore, the inlet is subject to the systemic flow rate,
as shown in Figure 4-6.

Figure 4-5. Location of LRCMM region inlet in 10-element circuit
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Figure 4-6. 10 Element LPM’s system flowrate through a cycle

The velocity contours for the Qsys boundary condition at the cardiac cycle
representative locations show the pulsative nature of this inlet condition in Figure
4-7. The loosely coupled case shows that the LRCMM can evaluate a reliable
transient solution by updating the inlet boundary with the 10-element LPM output.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Figure 4-7. Velocity contours of inlet-coupled 10-element LPM to LRCMM

4.3

MESHLESS SOLVER, LRCMM

LRCMM implementation establishes its components as separate subroutines so that
each can have appropriate consideration. The meshless solver works on the multidimensional solution of the problem through a specific section of the flow. The solver
loads fluid properties, time-steps, geometry, and boundary conditions from an input
file and starts its operations.
4.3.1

Grid Independence

Ensuring that node density is appropriate requires a grid independence (GI) analysis.
GI confirms that the solution remains functionally the same regardless of the number
of points distributed over the domain. It is tested by comparing a common dependent
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variable in four cases running at different resolutions: coarse, standard (the one used
in this research), fine, and extra-fine. Figure 4-8 shows the node density distribution
for each case.

Figure 4-8. Node density distribution to test grid independence
The dependent variable used is the shear load at the ceiling of the channel. It is a
straightforward choice because the code output includes the velocity derivatives. The
shear stress is given by equation (3.1). The total shear load is the sum

xi over

all the segments at that boundary.
du
dy
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(3.1)

Table 4-1 lists a summary of the type of node distribution, the percentage of nodes
used relative to the standard case, and the total shear load on the ceiling.

Table 4-1. Grid independence – Shear load comparison
Node Distribution

Number of Nodes
compared to standard

Coarse
Standard
Fine
Extra-Fine

75 %
100 %
150 %
200 %

Total Shear Load (N)
-0.00262
0.00100
0.00122
0.00117

When using a coarse scattering, its solution diverges from the others. The results
indicate that the standard field produces a consistent solution while requiring fewer
nodes than the more dense node dispersions. While more points can provide more
detail, they also increase the computational load. Therefore, the standard is the point
layout used to conduct this work.
4.3.2

Pre-Processor Subroutine

The pre-processor sets the geometrical nodes on the boundary and internal field in
three steps: creating a point distribution along the boundary, placing internal points
perpendicular to the boundary, and distributing more points in the interior. The
subroutine follows a subparametric approximation of the linear algebraic segments
of the boundary geometry and boundary conditions.
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4.3.3

Topology Subroutine

Localized collocation methods require the generation of distinct small collocation
matrices located at each central data point xc . The subroutine establishes a local
region of influence around each data node by describing a radius of influence r f . The
radius is a linear function of the average distance between nodes:

rf

2.2* dx avg 2 dy avg 2

(3.2)

It includes enough points in the influence area to perform the collocation but keeps
the local matrix small to reduce the computational load. It adapts to the topology's
spacing since it uses the average distance between nodes as its scaling factor.
The local collocation matrices for each node use inverse multiquadrics RBFs and,
through Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), optimize for low, medium, and high
conditioning numbers. MATLAB performs the SVD, and the conditioning number
is:

Conditioning #

Maximum Singular Value
Minimum Singular Value

(3.3)

The conditioning number changes based on the RBF shape parameter c , and the
derivative field becomes smoother as c increases. Thus, the subroutine yields three
vectors based on the conditioning number (low, medium, and high).
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4.3.4

Collocation Subroutine

Collocation calculates the interpolation vectors for the Laplace, derivative, and
upwinding operators. The Laplace and derivative differential operators use the shape
parameters in the high and medium conditioning number correspondingly. The
interpolation vectors are more accurate when using larger conditioning numbers, but
they carry amplified high-frequency noise in highly convective flows (Gerace et al.,
2014; Zahab et al., 2009). For stability, the upwinding cases use low conditioning
numbers when generating the interpolation vectors.
The subroutine precalculates derivatives for two upwinding schemes in case of large
gradients: The first-order scheme provides numerically stable, smooth, but less
accurate solutions due to excessive diffusion, and the third-order scheme is less
diffusive than first-order, but it is dispersive, making it more accurate but more
difficult to converge (Norris, 2000; Upwind Scheme - OilfieldWiki, n.d.).
First-order upwinding considers the derivative to the west of the central point of the
field variable

as in equation (3.4). It is similar to a backward difference

approximation, shown in Figure 4-9,
n
c

x

n
c
1st w

n
w

x
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,if V

0

(3.4)

Figure 4-9. First-order upwinding representation

Third-order upwinding considers multiple points on either side of the central node,
as in Figure 4-10, so the field variable derivative is:
n
c

x

2
3rd w

n
e

3

n
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6
x

n
w

n
ww

, if V

0

(3.5)

Figure 4-10. Third-order upwinding representation

The precalculated upwind interpolation vectors are then ready to pass to the solution
subroutine where the Lagrange derivative computations utilize them.
4.3.5

Solution Subroutine
The solution subroutine advances the velocity and pressure in all the nodes to the
next time-step by solving the Navier-Stokes equations with the Semi-Implicit Method
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for Pressure Equations-Consistent (SIMPLEC) algorithm. It is an extension of the
Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Equations (SIMPLE), updating the pressure field
after the velocity field has advanced to the next iteration.
The Courant number C should be less than one as an advection stability limit for the
explicit scheme. The reason is that the signal propagation rate needs to be captured
within the node distance (Courant et al., 1955). Otherwise, it physically means that
the signal propagates faster than the cells or nodes can capture. For the 2D case:
C

V

C

U

t
x
t
x

V

t
x

, in 2D

(3.6)

While meeting the advection condition ( C <1) is necessary for convergence, it is not
sufficient. The subroutine prints out a warning when the Courant number nears the
stability limit ( C >0.5).
The diffusion stability limit is the general Fourier number Fo or the ratio of the
diffusive transport rate to the storage rate. In the explicit scheme, it is a necessary
condition for convergence that Fo must be less than 0.5.
Fo

Fo

diffusive transport rate
storage rate

x2
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y2

(3.7)

0.5

(3.8)

The kinematic viscosity

represents the diffusivity in m/s2. The algorithm chooses

between the derivatives vectors and the upwinding vectors when performing the
Lagrange derivatives:

Lagrange( ) V ( x)
Lagrange( ) u

x

( x)
(3.9)

v

y

The closing condition assessing the need to use upwinding is the Peclet number Pe
because it expresses the advection-diffusion balance:

Pe

advective transport rate
diffusive transport rate
Pe u

x
diff

v

y
diff

2

(3.10)

(3.11)

Upwinding applies when the flow is convective-dominant because the speed of
propagation of the signal would lead to a loss of information otherwise.
The subroutine is then able to complete the SIMPLEC algorithm: calculate the
transport velocity components, solve for the pressure correction, update the velocity
field, and correct the pressure before moving to the next iteration.
An additional output subroutine records the field variables at specific intervals. It
formats the data to be compatible with Tecplot 360, the software package used for
data visualization.
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4.3.6

Poisson Subroutine: Pseudo-Transient Problem

Given that the semi-implicit approach turns the Poisson equation (2.11) into a
transient diffusion equation, numerical methods that advance in its corresponding
pseudo-time-step can iterate until the solution converges. Non-convergence is
analogous to a mass imbalance.
Temporal discretization requires a suitable pseudo-time-step size that preserves field
information as the solution marches forward. The Fourier number relates the
diffusivity rate to the storage rate, such that:

Fo

n2

(3.12)

By setting the Fourier number to a low value, 0.2 in this instance, the transport
diffusive rate is not so high that information would be lost. The characteristic spacing
n between nodes is generally constant. The approximation of pseudo-step

with

a diffusivity coefficient of one results in:

0.2 n 2

(3.13)

The forcing term, given by the equation (2.11), is constant at every time-step
advancing the solution, and thus it can be identified as the right-hand side of the
Poisson equation:
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t

V * ( x)

RHS

(3.14)

In this form, a pseudo-transient approach with a local pseudo-time-step converges on
the field variable’s current result.
Marching forward in this pseudo-time can happen with any numerical algorithms,
such as Euler or Runge-Kutta, for example. Table 4-2 shows the algorithm for an
Euler solver subroutine based on the discretization of equation (2.35).

Table 4-2. Algorithm for Euler Poisson Solver Subroutine
Input: Field variable (HCC), boundary conditions, number of iterations,
right-hand side of Poisson equation (RHS)
Output: Updated Field variable, derivatives
1: Subroutine POISSON
2:

Determine

3:
while i < number of iterations
4:
Imposing boundary conditions on boundary points, HCC
5:
Calculate Laplacian of the field variable, HD2
6:
Advance HCCi+1 = HCCi + step*(HD2-RHS)
7:
end
8:
Update derivatives, HDX, HDY
9:
return HCC, HDX, HDY, HD2
10: end subroutine

Runge-Kutta 4 (RK4) methods have an error of fourth-order of the stepsize as
opposed to the first-order Euler method. Table 4-3 describes the Runge-Rutta 4
algorithm based on the discretization of equation (2.37).
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Table 4-3. Algorithm for Runge-Kutta 4 Solver Subroutine
Input: Field variable (HCC), boundary conditions, number of iterations,
right-hand side of Poisson equation (RHS)
Output: Updated Field variable, derivatives
1: Subroutine POISSONRK4
2:

Determine

3:

while i < number of iterations

4:
5:
6:
7:

Imposing boundary conditions on HCC
Calculate Laplacian of the field variable, HD2(HCC)
Advance K1 = step*(HD2-RHS)
Intermediate field variable update, THCC = HCC + K1/2

8:
9:
10:
11:

Imposing boundary conditions on, THCC
Calculate Laplacian of the field variable, HD2(THCC)
Advance K2 = step*(HD2-RHS)
Intermediate field variable update, THCC = HCC + K2/2

12:
13:
14:
15:

Imposing boundary conditions on, THCC
Calculate Laplacian of the field variable, HD2(THCC)
Advance K3 = step*(HD2-RHS)
Intermediate field variable update, THCC = HCC + K3

16:
17:
18:

Imposing boundary conditions on, THCC
Calculate Laplacian of the field variable, HD2(THCC)
Advance K4 = step*(HD2-RHS)

19:

Field variable update, HCCi+1 = HCCi +
(K1+2*K2+2*K3+K4)/6

20:
end
21:
Update derivatives, HDX, HDY
22:
return HCC, HDX, HDY, HD2
23: end subroutine

RK4 is more stable when using a larger step size, so it would reach convergence with
fewer iterations, compensating for additional calculations at each step (Press, 1992,
1996). Both algorithm's implementations must converge similarly.
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Since the pseudo-transient calculation relies on the Poisson subroutine, a sample case
analyzes its approximation of the Laplace form of a known field variable ( x, y ) .
For example, consider the following known exact solution:
( x, y ) sin( x

y )e xy

(3.15)

Figure 4-11. Sample field variable ( x, y )

Its derivatives and Laplacian are as follows:
( x, y )
x
( x, y )
y
2

( x, y )

2 cos( x

cos( x

y)

y sin( x

y ) e xy

cos( x

y ) x sin( x

y ) e xy

y) ( x

y ) sin( x
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y) ( x 2

y2

(3.16)

2) e xy

(3.17)

The Laplacian

2

( x, y ) represents the forcing function g ( x, y ) on the Poisson-like

(2.34) equation's right-hand side. Setting it up as a pseudo-transient problem:

( x, y )

2

( x, y ) g ( x, y )

(3.18)

Testing the subroutines' ability to converge accurately using Euler or RK4 against the
known field variable in equation (3.15) is performed over the domain
subjected to Dirichlet and Neumann conditions around its boundary

. It is

as in Figure

4-12.
( x, y )

Boundary Conditions:
n

1, 2

Second kind, Neumann

( x, y )
3, 4
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First kind, Dirichlet

(3.19)

Figure 4-12. Node distribution on sample domain

The subroutines' algorithm was developed in FORTRAN 77, and the visualization of
its output is in MATLAB. The main script runs the three subroutines in sequence:
PHISOL, the exact solution of the field variable, POISSON, using the Euler method,
and POISSONRK4, using the RK4 method to advance the pseudo-transient
formulation.
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Table 4-4. Testing the Poisson subroutine’s algorithm
Input: Geometric and boundary information file. The total number of
iterations.
Output: Exact, numerical Euler and numerical Runge-Kutta 4 field
variable output, residuals from Euler and Runge-Kutta subroutines
1: Call INPUT Subroutine: reads geometric and boundary conditions
from file
2: Call PREPROCESSOR Subroutine:
creates a boundary and
internal domain point distribution
3: Call TOPOLOGY Subroutine:
defines the local topology around
each point
4: Call COLLOCATION Subroutine:
determines the pre-computed
local derivative interpolation vector
5: Impose boundary conditions at pts on the boundary:
boundary
conditions type 1 or type 2 based on sample function
6: Call PHISOL Subroutine: generates the exact solution output for the
sample function. The output records to file
7: Initialize the forcing function:
setting up the right-hand side of the
Poisson function
8: Call POISSON Subroutine:
calculates the numerical Euler
solution. Output RMS from comparison to the exact solution
9: Call POISSONRK4 Subroutine: calculates the numerical RungeKutta 4 solution. Output RMS from comparison to the exact solution
10: end

The convergence of the solution depends on completing a sufficient number of
iterations. The root-mean-square (RMS) reduces as the number of iterations
increases. In equation (3.20) NN is the number of points over the domain
NN

RMS

i 1

.

2
solveri

NN
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exacti

(3.20)

Figure 4-13 shows the number of iterations required to reach the same convergence,
defined as reaching the same RMS, by increasing the number of pseudo-time-steps.
For both Euler and RK4, the solutions converge at smaller-size steps, and as
expected, RK4 is more robust and can converge with larger pseudo-time-steps (Press,
1992, 1996).

Figure 4-13. RMS vs. number of iterations required to converge
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Knowing the sample function (3.15) allows for visualization and easy comparison of
the exact solution to the numerical Euler and RK4. As the RMS reduces, so would
the mass imbalance in the corresponding Poisson equation approximation. The RMS
reduction against the number of iterations is not possible with unknown functions.
However, intermediate results can provide information to prescribe indices
describing behavior, informing SVM if a solution is likely to converge (Ferreira,
Chen, et al., 2006; M. Simaan et al., 2011; Y. Wang & Simaan, 2013).

4.4

SVM TRAINING & PREDICTING ALGORITHM

In the Poisson solver subroutine, the SVM model prepares to predict the convergence
iteration by determining the domain indices, sifting through the relevant features, and
training the SVM model.
As described in section 3.1, better prediction quality reduces the residual or limits the
number of iterations only to those needed. The residual is the field variable used to
determine the time and frequency indices. Table 4-5 shows the size of the moving
windows for each type of index considered for analysis.
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Table 4-5. Moving Window Size for Each Index Domain
Index Domain
Size of Moving Window
Time
10
Frequency
30
Time-Frequency
128

The ability to express the resulting time-step output in terms of the time, frequency,
and time-frequency indices mean an SVM model can use some or all of these as its
training and testing features. The filtering of the features is known as Adaptive
Feature Selection (AFS).
The trained model may not need all the features proposed. Each feature may behave
differently and may not allow the SVM to predict appropriately since noisy features
can lead to overfitting. An overfitting case restricts the model because it can be too
specific to allow the model to predict new cases correctly (Xu et al., 2012). Reducing
the number of features may lead to better predictions and reduce the load on
computational resources (Chapelle & Keerthi, n.d.).
4.4.1

Adaptive Feature Selection (AFS) Algorithm

An approach to AFS is to test each feature independently, eliminating the ones that
do not produce appropriate predictions. It also eliminates any combination of features
that lead to overfitting. The sieving of relevant features uses any valid corresponding
rates, such as recall and precision, allowing a direct comparison using any of these
metrics (Forman, n.d.; Y. Yang & Pedersen, n.d.). After narrowing down valid
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individual features, testing can continue combining multiple working indices, finally
determining a set that can predict better than the rest.
The SVM trains using multiple features individually or the combination sets to
predict convergence. While training, the subroutine calculates the confusion matrix,
k-fold cross-validation, and additional corresponding rates. The AFS process follows
this approach:

1. Single feature prediction analysis: calculates the confusion matrix and
corresponding rates when training with each index, from SI1 SI 6 , as an
individual feature. Since there are six features, these are six cases. Finally,
eliminate features that do not result in a reliable prediction.
2. Multiple feature prediction analysis: calculates the confusion matrix and
corresponding rates when training with combinations of two or more selected
features from the previous step. At this stage, the working set with the lowest
10-fold cross-validation trains the SVM.

The AFS setup uses the backstep bifurcating geometry from Figure 4-2 with a
constant inlet flow boundary condition. Training occurs at the third time-step to avoid
possible unsteadiness at the onset. The Poisson solver subroutine calculates the crossvalidation and rates immediately after determining the indices. The indices used by
the SVM are shown in Figure 4-14, plotted against pseudo-steps to visualize them.
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Figure 4-14. Time, frequency, and time-frequency index used by AFS

The pseudo-transient problem switches from non-converged to converged in a
discreet change, so the binary data separation is distinct, and the generated rates from
the confusion matrix correspond to a high degree of accuracy. For AFS, the F-score
compares the quality of the prediction as it is not biased towards large sample groups.
Accuracy is a good alternative but the difference in the number of data points of the
non-converged and converged classifications weights the large group more heavily.
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During validation, cases SI1 SI 3 and SI 6 predicted convergence. Cases SI 4 SI 5
failed to predict, returning zero (0) as the iteration count. The reason for this is that
in the original research, these indices represent subharmonic or harmonic frequency
disturbances when a sudden change happens, but sudden changes may not occur in
the pseudo-transient case. The index SI 6 contains information from the time and
frequency domains, and it can also predict convergence. However, it requires large
discreet windows because it uses an STFT as part of its formulation. The window
size default is 128 elements, the default for the STFT MATLAB function. In the
example above, the SVM predicted convergence in the 3rd moving window, meaning
it occurs between the 384th and 512th iteration.
Next, the SVM trains and validates with a combination of the remaining three timedomain indices. Only the combination of indices SI 2 and SI 3 worked together to
predict convergence. Therefore, the combination of SI 2 and SI 3 become the feature
selection to train the SVM model. The results of AFS sieving are in Table 4-6,
showing the earliest iteration prediction, 10-fold cross-validation, and F-score.
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Table 4-6. SVM Rates for Evaluated Cases
SI1
SI 2
Index as SVM Feature
Convergence Prediction
236
481
10-Fold Cross-validation
0.20080300% 0.20080300%
F-Score
0.995277
0.997616
SI 4
SI 5
Index as SVM Feature
Convergence Prediction
0
0
10-Fold Cross-validation
N/A
N/A
F-Score
N/A
N/A
Combining Indicies as
SI1 SI 2
SI1 SI 3
Features
Convergence Prediction
0
0
10-Fold Cross-validation
N/A
N/A
F-Score
N/A
N/A

4.5

SI 3
516
0.40160600%
0.99544
SI 6
384
0.000%
0.998483

SI 2 SI 3
424
0.1002%
0.997819

DETERMINE THE MASS BALANCE INDEX

Mass imbalance occurs when the resulting Poisson expression (2.11) does not have
an exact solution, and its right-hand term is not zero. The result is that continuity is
not satisfied in equation (2.9). After solving for the pressure correction, the term
V n 1 ( x ) should be zero. Establishing a Mass Imbalance Index (MII) provides a

coefficient to measure possible improvements in precision between the heuristic and
the SVM-predicted number of iterations. The iterative approach returns the pressure
correction to march forward to V n 1 , and MII becomes:
NN

V n 1 ( x)

2

1

MII

max

V

n 1

NN
( x ) min
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V n 1 ( x)

(3.21)

It may not be possible to reach absolute zero due to the limits of machine precision,
but in cases with an SVM-optimized number of iterations, the goal is to let the ML
decide when convergence is appropriate.
The solution follows these general steps when a new case runs:

Stage 1. Initialization: The solution may advance by up to two time-steps. The
field is initially at zero, so the time-dependent solution advances to be ready
for training. The Poisson equation solver subroutine runs for an extended
number of iterations at this stage.
Stage 2. Training: At up to the third time-step, the solution subroutine starts
training the SVM model. Since the SVM is a supervised learning model, it
requires input from which to learn. The subroutine calculates and plots the
appropriate indices, and it requests the user to identify a convergence pseudostep.
Stage 3. Prediction: With a trained model, the SVM uses the updated indices at
each time-step to determine the particular convergence iteration.
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4.6

RESULTS

Testing these algorithms occurs in two stages: 1) running the LRCMM with constant
boundary conditions and 2) running it with pulsatile boundary conditions from the
LPM. Both cases consider the pseudo-transient approach to the Poisson solver using
an iteration count from empirical experience and from the SVM-trained model.
The Reynolds number Re is given by:
Re

hV

(3.22)

Where: density is 1,060 kg/m3, and viscosity is 3.5 cP for blood. The characteristic
length of the step is 2 cm. The peak inlet velocity under steady inlet flow is 0.5 m/s,
and, thus, the Re is 3,000. The average inlet flow rate in the pulsating case comes
from Figure 4-6, with an average Qsys of approximately 90 ml/s. Therefore, the
average inlet velocity is 0.127 m/s, the Re is 768, and the flow can be considered
laminar.
Input files load all parameters, providing fluid properties, geometry, boundary
condition type, and boundary default values to the LRCMM, in addition to default
circuit values and cardiac model data to the LPM if necessary. Tests run for two (2)
seconds, and they record the numerical solution of the LRCMM. This includes MII
at each time-step and the SVM-predicted convergence iteration.
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In fixed-iterations cases, the number of pseudo-steps during the first call to the
Poisson solution subroutine is 10,000. This is necessary because there is no
predetermined initial guess for the solver. The purpose is to minimize the mass
imbalance as much as possible and generate a good guess for the next time-step.
Afterward, the solver should converge much more quickly. Experience provides the
basis for the heuristic option to let the solver stop at 100 iterations. The normalized
standard deviation of the residual is calculated by equation (3.23) during an
intermediate time-step:
NN
i NB 1

StdDevHcc

ps
i

max( Hcc

( Hccips

Hccips 1 ) 2

NN NB
Hcc ) min( Hccips
ps 1
i

Hccips 1 )

(3.23)

Where: Hcci holds the current field variable at an internal point i at a pseudo-step

ps . The plot in Figure 4-15 shows that 100 iterations should be sufficient to ensure
convergence. However, a fixed-iterations scheme cannot adapt if instabilities require
a change during the run.
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Figure 4-15. Standard deviation of residual in Poisson solver

For the SVM-enhanced cases, the number of pseudo-steps during the first call to the
Poisson subroutine is also 10,000. The residual vector created needs to be large
enough to include any possible point of convergence to train the SVM correctly. The
subroutine records the residual vector (see Figure 4-16), plots it, performs a wave
analysis, and defines the six feature indices meant for training. The indices act as the
features that describe the behavior to the model. The classifier requires data for both
classes (converged vs. non-converged) and, ideally, enough data points for each to
avoid possible bias. The operator identifies the point of convergence from the plot of
the indices so the algorithm can proceed with training. Note: if the SVM receives
information about a point that has not converged, it will assume that most points
match the label input by the user. Thus, it declares that the pseudo-transient solution
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converges immediately. A similar issue can occur if the user opts for a point too far
into the iteration process. The model may not find similar characteristics earlier in
the solver’s solution cycle, converging very late or never at all. The SVM predicts
convergence based on the training features in the following time-steps, and it does
not require further user intervention.

Figure 4-16. Residuals from case 1 at the first pseudo-step

Let us examine a case to see how the SVM predictions work when the field is
subjected to two different boundary conditions, constant and pulsating flow, for each
iteration scheme.
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4.6.1

Case 1: Steady Inlet Flow

Consider the bifurcating back-stepped channel from Figure 4-2, with the node
distribution from Figure 4-17. It is subjected to a constant inlet flow boundary
condition of 0.5 m / s :

Figure 4-17. Node distribution for backstep bi-furcating channel

4.6.1.1 Case 1a. Training A

This case focuses on the two time-domain indices expected to predict convergence
correctly: SI 2 and SI3 (see Figure 4-18).

Figure 4-18. Indices for SVM training – constant inlet flow
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In case 1a, the user chooses to train the model by selecting pseudo-step 375 as the
earliest to show convergence. The SVM uses that model to evaluate convergence at
each time-step of the remaining flow solution.
The algorithm reports the result by plotting MII and SVM-predicted convergence
iteration against the heuristic-based alternative, as shown in Figure 4-19. It may not
have been efficient during the run, but it did not require previously working
knowledge of this particular solver.

Figure 4-19. MII & convergence iterations - constant inlet flow

The SVM determined that it needed additional iterations to reach a similar MII to the
fixed-iteration configuration. It required an additional workload, but it based its
decision on the training with the current dataset. The LRCMM solution approaches a
steady-state with the steady inlet flow, as shown in Figure 4-20.
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0.5 s
F100
SVM
1.0s
F100
SVM
2.0s
F100
SVM

Figure 4-20. LRCMM with constant inlet flow

There does not appear to be any notable differences in the flow solution as visualized
on Tecplot. However, a numerical comparison is made to quantify the possible
variances.
First, at the time-stamps shown, the one vector field is subtracted from the other,
leaving an array with local speed differences. The normalized standard deviation of
the local velocity differential Vnorm on the internal points across the domain,
equation (3.24), is shown in Table 4-7.
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ni
i 1

Vnorm
where, V (i)

V (i )

2

ni
max( V ) min( V )

uF 100 (i) uSVM (i)

2

vF 100 (i) vSVM (i )

(3.24)
2

Table 4-7. Normalized standard deviation between velocity fields, case 1
Time (s)
0.5
1.0
1.5

Vnorm , Normalized Velocity Differential
0.288836
0.454707
0.449621

The normalized standard deviation at the time solution instances captured in Figure
4-20 appears not to show significant differences in the flows at the start. As time
marches on, the differences increase but appear to settle for the time slices shown.
4.6.1.2 Case 1b. Training B

It is worth noting that the output from an SVM-enhanced subroutine output depends
entirely on the input provided to the learning agent. While the algorithm establishes
indices to teach the SVM, the user sets up the acceptable output labels by choosing a
point where the cutoff between classes exists.
Case 1b is run to observe the effects of choosing a slightly different cutoff point from
the index feedback. While using the same indices from Figure 4-18, the convergence
pseudo-step is identified as 450.
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From Figure 4-21, the MII is slightly different from the fixed-iteration MII for this
case once the initial instability has passed. In case 1b, the standard deviation (SD) is
0.04361 as opposed to case 1a, when it was 0.06292. This indicates that by training
it with a different class separation label, the mass imbalance in the SVM behaved
closer to that of the fixed-iteration configuration. The change in training causes the
SVM to decide on the convergence iterations sooner as well.

Figure 4-21. MII & convergence iterations, 2nd training - constant inlet flow

The SVM-enhanced version of the subroutine still required a higher number of
iterations than the heuristic approach. The results suggest that labeling the features
created to train the model changed its performance by iterating additional steps. The
model will run the iterations to satisfy conditions set by its training. In future
research, optimization of the training parameters and labeling of classes should be an
objective.
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4.6.2

Case 2: Pulsatile Inlet Flow

The inlet boundary condition corresponds to the pulsatile flow Qsys from Figure 4-6,
representing the flow as determined by the LPM. The geometry and point distribution
are the same as in Figure 4-17.
4.6.2.1 Case 2a. Training A

Estimating convergence at 400 iterations trains the model. Case 2 also uses indices

SI 2 and SI 3 to train the model, shown in Figure 4-22.

Figure 4-22. Indices for SVM training – pulsatile inlet flow

Again, there is a strong correlation with the MII in both cases, with an SD of
0.0.01414. Even though the MII does not change significantly, it is clear that the SVM
still adjusts at every time-step to adapt and fit the learned model. The pulsations from
the LPM inlet BC show up in the SVM case as an increase in iterations to meet the
training requirements.
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Figure 4-23. MII, convergence iterations - pulsatile inlet flow

The solution over the domain exhibits some visible differences as time advances, see
Figure 4-24. There are visible differences in the flow characteristics, though they do
not appear significant.
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1.1s
F100
SVM
1.15s
F100
SVM
1.3s
F100
SVM
1.7s
F100
SVM

Figure 4-24. LRCMM with pulsatile inlet flow

The standard deviation of the velocity difference is given by equation (3.24) and
summarized in Table 4-8. There is a strong indication that the flows are very similar
until the point of diastole in that cycle.
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Table 4-8. Normalized standard deviation between velocity fields, case 2
Vnorm , Normalized Velocity Differential
Time (s)
0.270175
1.1
0.212350
1.15
0.281763
1.3
1.503828
1.7
4.6.2.2 Case 2b. Training B

The SVM performance is compared to the previous case by training it with a late
convergence at 600 pseudo-steps. The MII correlates in both the heuristic and SVMenhanced outputs, as in Figure 4-25. The SD is 0.01070, lower than case 1, indicating
that the accuracy matches the fixed-iteration scheme even more.
It is worth noting that the SVM struggles during the pulsation of the flow, likely due
to its training. Requiring it to train by selecting more strict criteria causes the SVM
to iterate much more often. These early findings show the need to be cautious when
training an SVM. If the label for convergence is too strict, the SVM operates for many
more computational cycles for minimal, if any, gains.
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Figure 4-25. MII, convergence iterations, 2nd training - pulsatile inlet flow

4.6.3

Case 3: Steady Inlet Flow with Interference

Interference in the channel can cause instabilities in the flow, preventing it from
going into a steady state. In this instance, with a steady inlet flow boundary condition,
an obstruction is inserted in the channel to create unsteadiness, seen in Figure 4-26.

Figure 4-26. Profile with in-channel obstruction

Indices SI 2 and SI 3 reveal the convergence point, with a cut-off at the 460-pseudo-step
mark, seen in figure Figure 4-27.
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Figure 4-27. Indices for SVM training – steady inlet flow with interference

As seen in the previous cases, the SVM continuously corrects at the start of the
Poisson solution. However, as the run continues, it settles, as seen in Figure 4-28.

Figure 4-28. MII, convergence iterations – steady inlet flow with interference

The SD shows a correlation of MII at 0.00699, although the SVM learning agent
makes the Poisson subroutine average just over three times the number of iterations
of the heuristic approach.
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The flow behavior with the obstruction appears in Figure 4-29. The two cases appear
the same, but differences in the velocity fields have increased. The instability created
by the obstruction increased the

Vnorm between the local flow velocities. See Table

4-9.

0.5 s
F100
SVM
1.0s
F100
SVM
1.5s
F100
SVM

Figure 4-29. LRCMM with steady inlet flow – interference case
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Table 4-9. Normalized standard deviation between velocity fields, case 1
Vnorm , Normalized Velocity Differential
Time (s)
0.429933
0.5
0.402439
1.0
0.334366
1.5
4.6.3.1 Training with SI 6
In addition to indices SI 2 and SI 3 , the adaptive feature selection indicated that the SI 6
index could reveal convergence information. If any dominant frequencies (DF) due
to instability appear in the flow, they could be detected in the time-frequency domain.
The index SI 6 requires a larger window of data points due to its short-time Fourier
transform (STFT) term, using a default Hamming window of 128 elements. The SI 6
index plot shows a dramatic change around the 315th pseudo-step, from Figure 4-30,
pointing to convergence earlier than anticipated. The SI 2 and SI 3 index plots do not
show this detail.

Figure 4-30. Time-frequency index SI6 for SVM training in Case 3
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After the solution runs, the two MII compare favorably with an SD of 0.00829. The
converging iteration plot oscillates more in the SVM, but it does it around the 100iteration limit, as shown in Figure 4-31. In this instance, there is a computational
advantage. The total number of iterations for the heuristic case was 2,019,000. For
the SVM, it was 1,594,558, for a total decrease in iterations required of 21%. The
decrease in the total number of iterations indicates that the time-frequency index may
reveal more information than the time-only domain indices, particularly in
interference cases due to the inherent stability of the flow.
Further study is required since the oversize moving data windows for the STFT can
influence performance. The moving window size affects the number of operations
performed while in a subroutine. Therefore, further studies should consider actual
elapsed time.

Figure 4-31. MII, convergence iterations – SI6 index – steady inlet flow with
interference
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4.6.4

Case 4: Pulsating Inlet Flow with Interference

Consider the same obstruction in the channel as in Figure 4-26 with the pulsating
LPM boundary condition. The geometry and boundary conditions prevent the flow
from reaching a steady state in the domain. To remain consistent with all previous
cases, the SVM trains with the residual input based on the indices SI 2 and SI 3 , see
Figure 4-32. The convergence point is set at 600 pseudo-steps.

Figure 4-32. Indices for SVM training – pulsatile inlet flow with interference

The result reveals how the SVM pushes to adapt the convergence iterations. This is
likely due to the inherent instability of the flow. The SVM wants to satisfy its training
goals when the pulsations at the inlet occur. This results in an increased number of
pseudo-steps at those instances. The MII continues to be well controlled and
correlates to the heuristic case with an SD of 0.00209.
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Figure 4-33. MII, convergence iterations – pulsating inlet flow with
interference

The resulting behavior of the time solution is not identical between the two schemes,
see Figure 4-34.
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1.1s
F100
SVM
1.15s
F100
SVM
1.3s
F100
SVM
1.7s
F100
SVM

Figure 4-34. LRCMM with pulsating inlet flow – interference case

The instability may also account for the slight increase in the standard deviation
shown in Table 4-10. The flow behavior is captured at various points in the pulsation
cycle, with the more prominent differences occurring when the flow rushes at the
inlet.
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Table 4-10. Normalized standard deviation between velocity fields, case 4
Vnorm , Normalized Velocity Differential
Time (s)
0.437471
1.1
0.760945
1.15
0.763186
1.3
0.633766
1.7

Case 4 shows that the SVM adapts to the conditions it encounters as it tries to meet
the conditions of its learning agent. It consistently converges according to the training
dictated by the features. The model may be sensitive to the data class binary
separation as designated by the user. Convergence does not occur at an exact point;
instead, it describes a limiting behavior of a sequence marching towards infinity.
Machine precision limits the output accuracy, as it makes it impossible to reach an
exact result. Labeling the training sets for the SVM causes a trade-off between the
performance and accuracy to meet the needs of the problem.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The fundamental reason for this dissertation research is the use of Support Vector
Machines (SVM) to determine the convergence of transient solutions based on input
data features.

5.1

CONCLUSIONS

Embedding SVM into numerical algorithms presents the unique advantage of
eliminating heuristic elements in code development because they allow the
characteristics of the raw residual data to inform the solver about the condition for
convergence. The implementation does not require a priori knowledge about the
number of iterations, limits of the residual, or the indices derived from it, as it uses
training to determine if the solver is ready to advance. Numerical meshless methods
benefit from this integration because it aids in deploying semi-implicit approaches,
such as the Poisson equation solution presented here. The construction of the
algorithms and supporting code for this research had the goal of achieving the specific
objectives below:

An SVM integration into a fourth-order Runga-Kutta (RK4) solver: its
solution is necessary to determine the pressure correction term that allows the
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localized RBF collocation meshless method (LRCMM) algorithm to march
forward in time. After training from initial iterations data, the pseudotransient approach uses the trained model to predict convergence in
subsequent steps.
SVM training using specific indices derived from the residual data: the
domain features appear more clearly through these indices. Since these
features train the SVM model, the predictions indicate the moment at which
convergence occurs. This prediction adapts at every time-step, and it is not
the number of iterations or a prescribed error limit that dictates the SVM
decision but rather the features of the residual data.
Implementation of an LRCMM using an SVM-enhanced Poisson equation
solver; an SVM-enhanced subroutine solves the pressure correction term
required by the Navier-Stokes equations. It considers a hemodynamics flow
case through a bifurcating, back-step channel.
And use of a 10-element lumped-parameter model (LPM) to determine inlet
flow boundary conditions; the LPM resistances were determined during
circuit analysis and electrical-fluid analogy. Due to the scale of the circuit’s
resistance values, the LPM implemented Richardson’s adaptive timestepping scheme coupled with an RK4 approach. Any additional Windkessel
compartment resistances required by the expansion of the circuit were
estimated and optimized based on expected circulatory flow rates.
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The advantage of machine learning through SVM is that it allows the prediction of
convergence of transient solutions without the need to rely on a heuristic approach.
This research shows that machine learning assists with the development of adaptive
algorithms that do not depend on fixed prescribed limits or error tolerances. Adapting
to the raw input data means that this process of reaching sufficient accuracy is
automated and does not require problem-specific prior knowledge.

5.2

FUTURE WORK

Machine learning (ML) integration into fluid flow solution methodology is poised to
advance intelligent algorithms that can adapt as necessary to case-supplied data. The
scope of this work focused on how SVM can eliminate the need for hard-coding
heuristic fixed-values to a Poisson solver subroutine.
Future research should focus on allowing very few, or even a single, learning agent
(LE) to work throughout multiple aspects of a piece of CFD code. A LE should adapt
to the incoming data, reach a specific solution, and adapt to the needs of a particular
problem. Ideally, ML should eventually expand beyond the local solution and
consider external features such as performance, time, and energy requirements
without user intervention.
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